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SIXS' history began in 2009 in Italy, in Bagnara di Romagna 
(province of Ravenna) to be more precise. An overwhelming love 
for sports and an in-depth knowledge of textile technologies 
combined together to give rise to the company. The result is a 
patented, extremely innovative fabric sold on the world market 
of sports apparel, but that is made only in Italy. A fabric that 
optimally interacts with the human body. It is not a barrier, but 
rather a "second skin" able to ensure proper thermoregulation 
and manage sweat wicking.

"Innovative Solutions for Sports" is what the acronym and name 
SIXS stands for, so it is easy to guess how much innovation 
and research into the development of this product are deeply 
rooted.

Everything began with six simple products and no expensive 
advertising campaigns, but rather only the certainty of the quality 
and effectiveness of this Italian-made excellence. 
In just two years SIXS became a brand distributed in over 1,000 
points of sale throughout Italy simply by offering field tests to 
athletes and retailers.

Growth was non-stop, and the number of items in the catalog 
rose to over 100. No longer is just technical underwear offered. 
There are also sports outerwear (Activewear) lines, impact 
protection (Pro Tech) and performance enhancement (Osmosixs) 
lines, as well as a Kids line and a full range of accessories.
All of this is based on the use of the patented fabric that makes 
SIXS items incomparable in terms of quality and effectiveness.

ABOUT US
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Your 
second skin
The SecreT lIeS In The faBrIc
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Light pressure 
zones

Low density 
zones

INSIDe OuTSIDe

Those who still haven't had the pleasure of 
personally trying on a SIXS garment often ask 
themselves: “What is so special about these 
products?” The answer is very simple: it is 
called Original Carbon Underwear® and it is 
the patented fabric that makes our garments 
unique.

The result of years of research, the precise 
blend of technical fibers and distinctive 
weaving stitch ideally come together to 
create a fabric designed to help athletes 
attain a level of comfort never before 
experienced during their sports activities.
 
The configuration of Original carbon 
Underwear® allows sweat to be truly taken 
away from the skin to the outside due to 
low density zones properly alternating with 
light pressure zones. This peculiarity ensures 
the athlete correct thermoregulation and 
optimum breathability under all conditions.

The structure of the fabric just described can 
be achieved only by combining the weave 
stitch with technical fibers, and this is why 
SIXS products are hard to copy.

The low density zones are created by using 
carbon fiber that not only is extremely 
hard-wearing and ultralight, but also boasts 
an enormous thermal insulation capacity (it 
is, in fact, commonly used in spacesuits). Its 
fineness in the form of textile fiber, which 
makes it practically invisible to the human 
eye, creates those micro cavities that channel 
sweat to the outside so the skin is left dry.

The polypropylene, polyamide fiber and 
polyurethane fiber, complete the blend 
and add essential characteristics such as: 
thermoregulation, water-repellency, bending 
and wear resistance, stretch and non-
deformability.

We are proud to boast 100% Italian design and production that represent a guarantee of a high 
quality product. This also allows us to constantly make progress as we can quickly adapt to the 
technical evolution of the market.

100% Made In ITaly
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Carbon Underwear®   

Pes

nylon 

Cotton

wool

Carbon Underwear®

Pes

wool 

nylon

Cotton

Sweat wicking index

heAT TrANSfer rATeS

heat loSS capacity

MaXIMuM 
BreaThaBIlITy

conSTanT 
TherMoregulaTIon

The patented SIXS weave stitch and the polypropylene 
found in our fabric create a perfect combination: a 
lower liquid absorption rate and a greater water vapour 
permeability than other textile fibers.

This means that:
•	 the fabric does not absorb sweat, but rather carries it to the outside 

so that the skin is left dry 
•	by preventing sweat from stopping on the skin, the formation of 

bacteria and foul odors is eliminated
•	 the garments dry quickly after being washed

Thanks to its blend of textile fibers, the carbon 
Underwear® fabric is just like a breathable barrier 
that keeps the body temperature constant under all 
weather conditions.
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Carbon 
Underwear®

Carbon 
Underwear®
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TeXTIle fIberS IN g/cm3  -  SPecIfIc weIghT

lIquID AbSOrPTION rATe
wATer cONTeNT gIveN AS A PerceNTAge Of The Dry PrODucT 

weIghT.

lightneSS

moiSture abSorption

Pes

Pes

wool

wool

Cotton

Cottonnylon

lIghT aS a 
feaTher

The Carbon Underwear® fabric has the 
lowest specific weight of all textile fibers 
on the market.
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carbon compariSon

Between 2009 and 2014 Carbon Underwear® was the only fabric that SIXS used to make the Underwear line as it proved to be ideal 
for both summer and winter. This is why we call it “4 Seasons”.

Our r&D laboratories were able to start from this excellent starting point to create another two fabrics that are able to exalt 
breathability in the one case, and thermoregulation in the other.

They are SuperLight Carbon Underwear® and Thermo Carbon Underwear®. The first was designed to create the underwear light line 
specific for the summer and warm climates, while the other forms the underwear warm line, the perfect ally for winter cold.

It was in 2015 that Color Carbon Underwear® was introduced. This fabric totally reflects carbon underwear® except for some small 
differences in its composition, which in any case still allow it to be dyed in the shades for which our technical underwear is famous.

Carbon Underwear® 
Color Carbon Underwear® 
(four-season fabric)

SuperLight
Carbon Underwear®

LIghTer

Thermo
Carbon Underwear®

denSer

MATeriALs And 
TecHnoLoGies
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Bonded winter fabric: on the inside, the polypropylene 
carries moisture to the outside and keeps the body 
warm and dry. The external polyester coating provides 
waterproofing and airtightness.  
•	waterproof > 10,000
•	airtightness < 1 mm/sec
•	breathability: <16 m2Pa/w

polartech activewear

fabric consisting of two ultrathin layers to get an incredibly 
lightweight membrane with a much lower specific weight, 
but that is breathable and protects against severe weather 
conditions.
•	waterproof: >8000 mm
•	breathability <7 m2Pa/w

extra pluma barrier

fabric 150 g in weight, 100% polyester: extremely warm 
in contact with the skin, soft, and with outstanding anti-
pilling properties.

thermopile

bonded fabric consisting of an outer windproof layer 
and synthetic fleece on the inside. It provides a barrier 
impervious to cold air and is warm and soft in contact with 
the skin.
•	airtightness < 8 mm/sec
•	breathability <18 m2Pa/w

winter barrier
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coMForTABLe
siTTinG



SkIn pad

TrI pad

perfOrmanCe LUXUry pad

TWIn padded TeChnOLOgy

agILe pad

mOTOrCyCLe pad
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Anatomical and thin butt-patch made for short to 
medium distances (up to 4h of non-stop pedaling) 
with an elegant design. The center insert perfectly 
covers the ischial bones and perineal zone to provide 
better protection of the pelvic bone during the entire 
rotational movement involved in pedaling. The center 
groove improves stability on the seat and helps blood 
circulate in the perineal zone.

Top of the line butt-patch that is minimal, anatomical 
and thin. Great for long distances owing to its ultra-
high density inserts fitted in the ischial and perineal 
zone. The surface in contact with the skin is seamless 
and without transitional areas between the various 
density zones, but always remains in close contact 
with the cyclist’s body. 
The center insert perfectly covers the ischial bones 
and perineal zone to provide better protection of the 
pelvic bone during the entire rotational movement 
involved in pedaling. The center groove improves 
stability on the seat and helps blood circulate in the 
perineal zone. The perfect combination of pre-
perforated foams having different densities ensures 
breathability and freedom of movement.

Double butt-patch structure with variable density, 
specific for medium distances lasting a total of 4 to 5h. 
made up of a thin, 65 kg/m3 density base 3 mm thick, 
it guarantees perfect freedom of movement, incredible 
stretch and prevents abrasions due to an excessive 
outer edge. The perforated rubber inside has a 85 kg/
m3 density and is 12 mm thick, guaranteeing perfect 
protection.

minimal and anatomical butt-patch specific for 
triathlon made with a single 65 kg/m3 density and 
with a 3 mm thickness that offers perfect protection 
and at the same time incredible stretch. The added 
perforations allow the garment to dry quickly after 
swimming and has a high level of breathability. This 
helps prevent abrasions and irritations on the bike and 
when running.

revolutionary double density butt-patch specifically 
researched for motorcycling. Its peculiar shape covers 
precisely the zones subject to vibrations and chafing. 
made up of a base 4 mm thick (density of 40 kg/m3), 
on which the 90 kg/m3 inserts are fitted to protect the 
ischial zone (6 mm thick) and the leg area (3 mm thick). 
breathable butt-patch for first-rate comfort during long 
trips astride the motorcycle.

medium-density butt-patch that is comfortable and 
versatile for all uses. It is designed for short to medium 
distances (up to 3h of non-stop pedaling). It boasts a 
thin design to take up minimum space, is very flexible, 
and it has a double padding layer (4 mm thick in the 
outermost part, while the center zone arrives at 8 
mm) to guarantee adequate shock absorption for road 
cycling and outdoor activities.



Credits: TDWsport.com
Special thanks to Vermarc
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UNDER
WEAR
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The irreplaceables

The color revoluTion!

Wind proTecTion according 
To siXs

The products of the SIXS Underwear line 
are suitable for all sports, all year round.
Perfect in all circumstances where 
physical activity is carried out, all the 
garments of this range have to be 
worn in direct contact with the skin, 
underneath the usual sports clothing.

Owing to their incredible 
thermoregulation and breathability 
characteristics, the SIXS garments always 

keep the skin dry because they eliminate 
moisture and the consequent feeling 
of dampness. This is why underwear 
is no longer considered an optional 
during sports activity. By avoiding 
sudden chills (due to perspiration or 
damp fabric in contact with the skin), 
comfort will always be guaranteed while 
considerably reducing muscle injuries.

In 2015 we launched a veritable trend by making the first colorful underwear products 
for sports so that every sportsperson can feel truly unique! Our color palette now 
boasts 10 shades: Yellow Fluo, Green Fluo, Orange Fluo, Pink Fluo, Red, Light Blue, 
Dark Red and Dark Green.

Starting from the need to provide increased protection from air in the front zone of 
the body, we have inserted the exclusive AIR SHIELD system in several products. It 
is an extremely effective windproof protection without membrane to maintain a very 
high degree of sweat wicking, in this way preventing the classic "greenhouse effect".

suitable for 
all sports, 
all year 
round



UNDERWEAR
SUMMER

WHITE

BLACK
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TECHnOLOGIES
- Grid-tech

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
One size only

The SIXS mesh sleeveless jersey is the product for those who need minimal, 
fresh and lightweight clothing. Thanks to GRID-TECH technology, the mesh 
lies between the skin and the clothing on top to prevent annoying chafing 
and create cushions of fresh air that reduce the sensation of the skin 
"suffocating" under the garment. The polyamide fiber with its extremely 
low specific weight is able to absorb the skin's moisture to leave it fresh 
and dry.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Breezy Net®

Ultralight and extremely elastic 
polypropylene mesh. High 
absorption of body moisture.

GRID-TECH
Very high level of 
breathability owing to the 
large mesh structure

Mesh sleeveless jersey
code smR2

code smR2 big size



UNDERWEAR
SUMMER

PInK FLUO

ORAnGE FLUO

GREEn FLUO

YELLOW FLUO

RED LIGHT BLUE
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GRID-TECH
Very high level of 
breathability owing to the 
large mesh structure

TECHnOLOGIES
- Grid-tech

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
One size only

The SIXS mesh sleeveless jersey is the product for those who need minimal, 
fresh and lightweight clothing. Thanks to GRID-TECH technology, the mesh 
lies between the skin and the clothing on top to prevent annoying chafing 
and create cushions of fresh air that reduce the sensation of the skin 
"suffocating" under the garment. The polyamide fiber with its extremely 
low specific weight is able to absorb the skin's moisture to leave it fresh 
and dry.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Breezy Color Net®

Ultralight and extremely elastic 
polyamide mesh. High absorption 
of body moisture.

color Mesh sleeveless jersey
code smR2 C



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

DARK RED

DARK GREEn

BLACK CARBOn

WHITE CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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sleeveless jersey carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS Carbon Underwear sleeveless jersey, an essential product suitable for 
all conditions, both indoors and outdoors. The lightest and most breathable 
polypropylene fiber on the market combined with a real carbon yarn that 
provides heat transmission and antistatic properties that protect the body 
from the electric charge caused by rubbing multiple synthetic fabrics 
against each other (condition typical of sports clothing). Skin always dry and 
fresh during competition and workout in any sport.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code smx



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

PInK FLUO

ORAnGE FLUO

GREEn FLUO

YELLOW FLUO

LIGHT BLUE RED

4 SEASOnS
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color sleeveless jersey

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS Color Underwear sleeveless jersey, an essential product suitable for 
all conditions, both indoors and outdoors. The lightest and most breathable 
polypropylene fiber on the market combined with a real carbon yarn that 
provides heat transmission and antistatic properties that protect the body 
from the electric charge caused by rubbing multiple synthetic fabrics 
against each other (condition typical of sports clothing). Skin always dry and 
fresh during competition and workout in any sport.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

code smx C



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

DARK RED

DARK GREEn

WHITE CARBOn

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS Carbon Underwear short-sleeve round neck jersey, a multi-sport 
product ideal in all conditions. Unlike the sleeveless model, the sleeve hugs 
the upper part of the arm (armpit) which is subject to copious perspiration 
and keeps the skin dry. The lightest and most breathable polypropylene 
fiber on the market combined with a real carbon yarn that provides heat 
transmission and antistatic properties that protect the body from the 
electric charge caused by rubbing multiple synthetic fabrics against each 
other (condition typical of sports clothing).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Short-Sleeve round neck jerSey 
carbon underWear

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code ts1



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

PInK FLUO

RED

ORAnGE FLUO

GREEn FLUO

LIGHT BLUE YELLOW FLUO

4 SEASOnS
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TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS Color Underwear short-sleeve round neck jersey, a multi-sport 
product ideal in all conditions. Unlike the sleeveless model, the sleeve hugs 
the upper part of the arm (armpit) which is subject to copious perspiration 
and keeps the skin dry. The lightest and most breathable polypropylene 
fiber on the market combined with a real carbon yarn that provides heat 
transmission and antistatic properties that protect the body from the 
electric charge caused by rubbing multiple synthetic fabrics against each 
other (condition typical of sports clothing).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

color Short-Sleeve round neck jerSey

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code ts1 C



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

DARK GREEn

WHITE CARBOn

BLACK CARBOn

DARK RED

4 SEASOnS
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long-Sleeve round neck jerSey 
carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS long-sleeve round neck jersey made of the Carbon Underwear fabric 
that lets the skin breath and ensures thermoregulation of the body in any 
weather condition (outdoors or indoors). The long sleeve hugs every part of 
the arm to keep the skin fresh and lies between the skin and a top garment. 
It also slightly protects against cool drafts if a short-sleeve top garment is 
worn.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

SEAMLESS TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code ts2



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

RED

PInK FLUO

GREEn FLUO

YELLOW FLUO

LIGHT BLUE ORAnGE FLUO

4 SEASOnS
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color long-Sleeve round neck jerSey

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS Color Underwear long-sleeve round neck jersey ideal in any weather 
condition, whether outdoors or indoors, owing to the Color Carbon 
Underwear® fabric with its incredible thermoregulation and breathability 
properties, not to mention its antistatic performance provided by the 
carbon yarn in its weft. The long sleeve hugs every part of the arm to keep 
the skin fresh and lies between the skin and a top garment. It also slightly 
protects against cool drafts if a short-sleeve top garment is worn.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code ts2 C



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

DARK RED

WHITE CARBOn

BLACK CARBOn

DARK GREEn

4 SEASOnS
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long Sleeve turtleneck jerSey 
carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS Carbon Underwear long sleeve turtleneck jersey that is breathable 
and thermoregulating in any weather condition. The long sleeve hugs every 
part of the arm to keep the skin fresh and lies between the skin and a top 
garment. It also slightly protects against cool drafts if a short-sleeve top 
garment is worn. lastly, the mock turtleneck collar protects the throat from 
sudden temperature changes and cool drafts.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code ts3



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

PInK FLUO

ORAnGE FLUO

GREEn FLUO

YELLOW FLUO

RED LIGHT BLUE

4 SEASOnS
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color long Sleeve turtleneck jerSey

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS Color Underwear long sleeve turtleneck jersey that is breathable and 
thermoregulating in any weather condition. The long sleeve hugs every 
part of the arm to keep the skin fresh and lies between the skin and a top 
garment. It also slightly protects against cool drafts if a short-sleeve top 
garment is worn. lastly, the mock turtleneck collar protects the throat from 
sudden temperature changes and cool drafts.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code ts3 C



UNDERWEAR WindShell

BLACK CARBOn

WHITE CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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long Sleeve turtleneck jerSey 
Windshell carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Air Shield

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

Long sleeve turtleneck jersey with windproof WindShell Carbon 
Underwear® protection that is breathable and thermoregulating in any 
weather condition. SIXS Air Shield technology protects the torso from cold 
air in front. A thin layer of breathable windproof fiber creates a micro air 
cushion that defends the body without causing the classic "greenhouse 
effect" that increases perspiration. The mock turtleneck collar protects the 
throat from sudden temperature changes and cool drafts. Ideal for outdoor 
sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

WindShell Carbon Underwear®

With its increased weight, it 
creates a protective barrier 
against cold air without 
jeopardizing breathability.

SEAMLESS TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

AIR SHIELD
Breathable windproof 
protection that creates a 
micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and wind

code ts4



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons
4 SEASOnS

BLACK CARBOn
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SEAMLESS TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

AIR SHIELD
Breathable windproof 
protection that creates 
a micro air cushion 
that insulates from 
cold and wind

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Air Shield

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

Long-sleeve mock turtleneck jersey with FullFront WindShell Carbon 
Underwear® windproof protection, which unlike the standard TS4 also 
protects the front of the arms. SIXS Air Shield technology creates a micro 
air cushion that defends the body without causing the classic "greenhouse 
effect" that increases perspiration forms. The mock turtleneck collar 
protects the throat from sudden temperature changes and cool drafts. Ideal 
for outdoor sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

WindShell Carbon Underwear®

With its increased weight, it 
creates a protective barrier 
against cold air without 
jeopardizing breathability.

FF long-Sleeve mock turtleneck jerSey 
Windshell carbon underWear

code ts4 PLUs



UNDERWEAR WindShell

WHITE CARBOn

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

26

Short Sleeve turtleneck jerSey 
Windshell carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Air Shield

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

Short sleeve turtleneck jersey with windproof WindShell Carbon 
Underwear® protection that is breathable and thermoregulating in any 
weather condition. SIXS Air Shield technology protects the torso from cold 
air in front. A thin layer of breathable windproof fiber creates a micro air 
cushion that defends the body without causing the classic "greenhouse 
effect" that increases perspiration. The mock turtleneck collar protects the 
throat from sudden temperature changes and cool drafts. Ideal for outdoor 
sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

WindShell Carbon Underwear®

With its increased weight, it 
creates a protective barrier 
against cold air without 
jeopardizing breathability.

SEAMLESS TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AIR SHIELD
Breathable windproof 
protection that creates a 
micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and wind

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code ts5



UNDERWEAR WindShell

BLACK CARBOn

WHITE CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

27

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Air Shield

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

Long-sleeve round neck jersey with windproof WindShell Carbon 
Underwear® protection that is breathable and thermoregulating in any 
weather condition. SIXS Air Shield technology protects the torso from cold 
air in front. A thin layer of breathable windproof fiber creates a micro air 
cushion that defends the body without causing the classic "greenhouse 
effect" that increases perspiration. Ideal for outdoor sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

WindShell Carbon Underwear®

With its increased weight, it 
creates a protective barrier 
against cold air without 
jeopardizing breathability.

long-Sleeve round neck jerSey 
Windshell carbon underWear

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

AIR SHIELD
Breathable windproof 
protection that creates 
a micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and 
wind

SEAMLESS TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

code ts6



UNDERWEAR WindShell

BLACK CARBOn

WHITE CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Air Shield

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

Short-sleeve round neck jersey with windproof WindShell Carbon 
Underwear® protection that is breathable and thermoregulating in any 
weather condition. SIXS Air Shield technology protects the torso from cold 
air in front. A thin layer of breathable windproof fiber creates a micro air 
cushion that defends the body without causing the classic "greenhouse 
effect" that increases perspiration. Ideal for outdoor sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

WindShell Carbon Underwear®

With its increased weight, it 
creates a protective barrier 
against cold air without 
jeopardizing breathability.

Short-Sleeve round neck jerSey 
Windshell carbon underWear

AIR SHIELD
Breathable windproof 
protection that creates a 
micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and wind

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

SEAMLESS TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code ts7



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

WHITE CARBOn

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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long Sleeve turtleneck jerSey with zipper 
carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, Sl, m, l, Xl, XXl

SIXS Carbon Underwear long sleeve turtleneck jersey with zipper that 
is breathable and thermoregulating in any weather condition. The long 
sleeve hugs every part of the arm to keep the skin fresh and lies between 
the skin and a top garment. It also slightly protects against cool drafts if a 
short-sleeve top garment is worn. The mock turtleneck collar, which can 
be opened using the handy front zipper, protects the throat from sudden 
temperature changes and cool drafts.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code ts13



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

WHITE CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

30

carbon underWear briefs

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl, XXl

Carbon Underwear briefs suitable not only for sports activities, but also 
for everyday use. Seamless technology reduces the number of seams to 
increase comfort. The SIXS Carbon Underwear® fabric not only guarantees 
excellent breathability and thermoregulation, but the antibacterial 
properties as well. The result is that the skin is always dry and there is no 
damp feeling.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code sLiP



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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carbon underWear boXer shorTs

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl, XXl

Carbon Underwear briefs suitable not only for sports activities, but also 
for everyday use. Seamless technology reduces the number of seams to 
increase comfort. The SIXS Carbon Underwear® fabric not only guarantees 
excellent breathability and thermoregulation, but the antibacterial 
properties as well. The result is that the skin is always dry and there is no 
damp feeling.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code box



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

3h

2
density

32

carbon underwear boxer ShortS with butt-patch

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl, XXl

Carbon Underwear boxer shorts with built-in butt-patch, suitable for sports 
activities demanding long hours on the seat. Seamless technology reduces 
the number of seams to increase comfort. The SIXS Carbon Underwear® 
fabric not only guarantees excellent breathability and thermoregulation, but 
the antibacterial properties as well. The result is that the skin is always dry 
and there is no damp feeling. The butt-patch absorbs vibrations and shocks.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabricsSEAMLESS  

TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

more info on page 11
AGILE PAD buTT-PATCH

code box2



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

4h

2
density

33

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

carbon underWear shorTs 
with butt-patch

Shorts made of Carbon Underwear fabric with butt-patch. Breathability, 
thermoregulation and protection are always first-rate. Product designed 
for motorcyclists who are looking for shorts able to soften vibrations and 
always ensure perfect comfort, even after spending several hours riding.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

more info on page 11
MOTORCYCLE PAD buTT-PATCH

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, m, lXl, XXl

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

code CC2 moto



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

DARK GREEn

DARK RED

4 SEASOnS

34

carbon underWear leggings

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl, XXl

Carbon Underwear® leggings protect the athlete's entire leg. Groin, thighs 
and calves remain dry and at the optimum temperature to achieve effective 
muscular performance. A more durable elastic band at the waist provides 
enhanced support during the sports activity. Underwear garment to use 
underneath another article of clothing. Also recommended for running, 
winter sports and indoor sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code Pnx



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

YELLOW FLUO

PInK FLUO

ORAnGE FLUO

GREEn FLUO

4 SEASOnS

35

carbon underWear color leggings

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl, XXl

Color Carbon Underwear® leggings protect the athlete's entire leg. Groin, 
thighs and calves remain dry and at the optimum temperature to achieve 
effective muscular performance. A more durable elastic band at the waist 
provides enhanced support during the sports activity. Underwear garment 
to use underneath another article of clothing. Also recommended for 
running, winter sports and indoor sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

code Pnx C



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

DARK GREEn

DARK RED

4 SEASOnS

4h

2
density

36

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

carbon underWear leggings 
with butt-patch

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl, XXl

Carbon Underwear® leggings with butt-patch protect the athlete's entire 
leg and guarantees comfort on the seat. Groin, thighs and calves remain 
dry and at the optimum temperature to achieve effective muscular 
performance. A more durable elastic band at the waist provides enhanced 
support during the sports activity. Underwear garment to use underneath 
another article of clothing.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

more info on page 11
MOTORCYCLE PAD buTT-PATCH

code Pn2



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

37

Windshell leggings 
carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Air Shield

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl, XXl

WindShell Carbon Underwear® leggings protect the athlete's entire leg 
and thanks to SIXS Air Shield technology, it creates a breathable windproof 
barrier on the front part. A micro air cushion that defends the body without 
causing the classic "greenhouse effect" that increases perspiration forms. 
Groin, thighs and calves remain dry and at the optimum temperature to 
achieve effective muscular performance. A more durable elastic band at 
the waist provides enhanced support during the sports activity. Underwear 
garment to use underneath another article of clothing. Also recommended 
for running and winter sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

WindShell Carbon Underwear®

With its increased weight, it 
creates a protective barrier 
against cold air without 
jeopardizing breathability. 

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

AIR SHIELD
Breathable windproof 
protection that creates a 
micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and 
wind

code Pnxwb



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

4h

2
density

38

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Air Shield

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl, XXl

WindShell Carbon Underwear® leggings with butt-patch protect the 
athlete's entire leg and guarantees comfort on the seat. Thanks to SIXS Air 
Shield technology, it creates a breathable windproof barrier on the front 
part: a micro air cushion that defends the body without causing the classic 
"greenhouse effect" that increases perspiration forms. Groin, thighs and 
calves remain dry and at the optimum temperature to achieve effective 
muscular performance. A more durable elastic band at the waist provides 
enhanced support during the sports activity. Underwear garment to use 
underneath another article of clothing.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

WindShell Carbon Underwear®

With its increased weight, it 
creates a protective barrier 
against cold air without 
jeopardizing breathability. 

Windshell leggings 
carbon underwear with butt-patch

AIR SHIELD
Breathable windproof 
protection that creates a 
micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and 
wind

more info on page 11
MOTORCYCLE PAD buTT-PATCH

code Pn2wb



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

DARK RED

DARK GREEn

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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one-piece underSuit 
carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, m, l, Xl, XXl

The SIXS Carbon Underwear one-piece undersuit is the sports underwear 
garment that any motorcyclist wearing a leather suit absolutely needs in 
his wardrobe. Not only does it make putting on outerwear like a one-piece 
leather suit easier, but the SIXS Carbon Underwear® fabric offers natural 
thermoregulation and protects the skin from the build-up of perspiration, 
even in the hottest periods of the year. So there are no more unexpected 
chills or cold since the moisture will be far away from the body. Product 
that can also be used for other sports activities demanding a single 
outerwear garment (such as a skindiving wetsuit, or under a one-piece 
skiing suit).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code stx



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

DARK RED

DARK GREEn

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

40

The SIXS Carbon Underwear one-piece racing undersuit is the sports 
underwear garment that any motorcyclist wearing a leather suit on the 
track absolutely needs in his wardrobe. Elastic bands for hands and feet 
are applied in the "racing" version to guarantee that the product stays 
positioned properly during sports activity. Not only does it make putting 
on outerwear like a one-piece leather suit easier, but the SIXS Carbon 
Underwear® fabric offers natural thermoregulation and protects the skin 
from the build-up of perspiration, even in the hottest periods of the year. 
So there are no more unexpected chills or cold since the moisture will be 
far away from the body. Product that can also be used for other sports 
activities demanding a single outerwear garment (such as a skindiving 
wetsuit, or under a one-piece skiing suit).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

one-piece racing underSuit 
carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, m, l, Xl, XXl

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

Elastic bands for hands 
and feet so the product 
stays positioned properly 
during activity

code stx R



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS

41

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, m, l, Xl, XXl

The SIXS Carbon Underwear one-piece undersuit with mock turtleneck 
collar is the new product in 2017 for motorcyclists. It features single side 
zip running down to the hip to help put the garment on, high protective 
collar that shields against chills and “softens” the chafing of the leather 
suit. The distinctive elements that made the STX famous have been left 
unchanged. It protects the skin from built-up perspiration even in the 
warmer periods of the year, allows the body's natural thermoregulation to 
function, and makes putting on leather outerwear easier. So there are no 
more unexpected chills or cold since the moisture will be far away from the 
body. Product that can also be used for other sports activities demanding 
a single outerwear garment (such as a skindiving wetsuit, or under a one-
piece skiing suit).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

one-piece mock turtleneck underSuit 
carbon underWear

mock turtleneck collar 
with side zip

code stx HigH neCK



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

WHITE CARBOn

BLACK CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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sporTs bra 
carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl

SIXS sports bra: an improved and reinforced bra that guarantees athletes 
comfort and maintain the right temperature. The SIXS Carbon Underwear® 
fabric protects the skin from the build-up of perspiration, even in the 
hottest periods of the year. So there are no more unexpected chills or cold 
since the moisture will be far away from the body.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code Rg2



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

PInK FLUO

ORAnGE FLUO

GREEn FLUO

YELLOW FLUO

4 SEASOnS
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color sporTs bra

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, m, l, Xl

SIXS sports bra: an improved and reinforced bra that guarantees athletes 
comfort and maintain the right temperature. The SIXS Color Carbon 
Underwear® protects the skin from the build-up of perspiration, even in the 
hottest periods of the year. So there are no more unexpected chills or cold 
since the moisture will be far away from the body.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code Rg2 C



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

BLACK CARBOn

WHITE CARBOn

4 SEASOnS
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girl sleeveless jersey 
carbon underWear

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, m, l

SIXS Girl sleeveless jersey, designed to perfectly hug female curves. 
All athletes need a sports underwear garment that helps them stay 
comfortable and maintain the right temperature. The SIXS Carbon 
Underwear® fabric protects the skin from the build-up of perspiration, 
even in the hottest periods of the year. So there are no more unexpected 
chills or cold since the moisture will be far away from the body.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code smg



UNDERWEAR 4 Seasons

GREEn FLUO

ORAnGE FLUO

GREEn FLUO

YELLOW FLUO

4 SEASOnS
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girl color sleeveless jersey

TECHnOLOGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, m, l

SIXS Girl sleeveless jersey, designed to perfectly hug female curves. 
All athletes need a sports underwear garment that helps them stay 
comfortable and maintain the right temperature. The SIXS Color Carbon 
Underwear® protects the skin from the build-up of perspiration, even in the 
hottest periods of the year. So there are no more unexpected chills or cold 
since the moisture will be far away from the body.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALS 
Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

SEAMLESS  
TECHnOLOGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

AnTISTATIC 
SYSTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code smg C



UNDER
WEAR
light
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super breathable 
battle the 
extremes of heat 
and humidity



Credits: Alex Farinelli
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The products of the SIXS 
Underwear Light line are suitable 
for all sports undertaken in high 
temperature conditions. 

Worn in direct contact with the 
skin and underneath normal 
sports clothing, these garments 
keep the skin always dry because 
they eliminate moisture and the 
consequent feeling of dampness.

Now thanks to the Underwear 
Light line underwear will no 
longer be an optional, even 
on muggy days. By avoiding 
sudden chills (due to sweat or 
damp fabric in contact with the 
skin), comfort will always be 
guaranteed while considerably 
reducing muscle injuries.

New fabric with a lighter weave coming from experience gained 
in extreme sports competitions (such as the Dakar, for example), 
with weather conditions that push the body to temperatures on the 
borderline of human tolerance. 

Derived from the patented fabric Carbon Underwear, carefully 
altered to give way to incredibly lightweight products (-36% in 
weight)!  Ultimate breathability to guarantee comfort even at high 
temperatures.

IncredIbly lIghtweIght

SuperlIght carbon 
underwear®



UNDERWEAR LIGHT
SUMMER

36% 

WHITE caRBon

BLacK caRBon
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SleeveleSS JerSey SuperlIght 
carbon underwear

TEcHnoLogIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sleeveless Jersey SuperLight Carbon Underwear designed for the hot 
season, when suffocating heat and humidity give no respite. In these 
conditions a garment is required that allows the athlete to retain the right 
body temperature by taking sweat (and heat along with it) to the outside 
without absorbing it. The result is a pleasant sensation of dryness and 
freshness on the skin provided by our SuperLight Carbon Underwear® 
fabric (36% lighter than Carbon Underwear®).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIaLS 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear®

Thermoregulating and 
super breathable (-36% in 
weight compared to Carbon 
Underwear®). Specific for high 
temperatures. Antistatic fabric. 

SEaMLESS  
TEcHnoLogy
Seamless garment on the 
torso for an absolute comfort

anTISTaTIc SySTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

LIgHTER

code sml2



UNDERWEAR LIGHT
SUMMER

36% 

WHITE caRBon

BLacK caRBon
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Short Sleeve round neck JerSey 
SuperlIght carbon underwear

TEcHnoLogIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Short-sleeve round neck SuperLight Carbon Underwear designed for the 
hot season, when suffocating heat and humidity give no respite. In these 
conditions a garment is required that allows the athlete to retain the right 
body temperature by taking sweat (and heat along with it) to the outside 
without absorbing it. Unlike the sleeveless jersey, the sleeve hugs the upper 
part of the arm (armpit) which is subject to copious perspiration, to keep 
the skin dry and to ensure a sensation of freshness on the skin provided 
by our SuperLight Carbon Underwear® fabric (36% lighter than Carbon 
Underwear®).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIaLS 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear®

Thermoregulating and 
super breathable (-36% in 
weight compared to Carbon 
Underwear®). Specific for high 
temperatures. Antistatic fabric. 

SEaMLESS  
TEcHnoLogy
Seamless garment on the 
torso for an absolute comfort

anTISTaTIc SySTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

LIgHTER

code ts1l



UNDERWEAR LIGHT
SUMMER

36% 

BLacK caRBon

WHITE caRBon
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Long-sLeeve round neck jersey 
SuperlIght carbon underwear

TEcHnoLogIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Long-sleeve round neck SuperLight Carbon Underwear designed for the 
hot season, when suffocating heat and humidity give no respite. In these 
conditions a garment is required that allows the athlete to retain the right 
body temperature by taking sweat (and heat along with it) to the outside 
without absorbing it. The long sleeve hugs every part of the arm to keep 
the skin fresh and lies between the skin and a top garment. It also slightly 
protects against cool drafts if a short-sleeve top garment is worn. The 
result is a pleasant sensation of dryness and freshness on the skin provided 
by our SuperLight Carbon Underwear® fabric (36% lighter than Carbon 
Underwear®).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIaLS 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear®

Thermoregulating and 
super breathable (-36% in 
weight compared to Carbon 
Underwear®). Specific for high 
temperatures. Antistatic fabric. 

SEaMLESS  
TEcHnoLogy
Seamless garment on the 
torso for an absolute comfort

anTISTaTIc 
SySTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

LIgHTER

code ts2l



UNDERWEAR LIGHT
SUMMER

36% 

WHITE caRBon

BLacK caRBon
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long Sleeve turtleneck JerSey 
SuperlIght carbon underwear

TEcHnoLogIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

The long-sleeve mock turtleneck SuperLight Carbon Underwear is 
the ultimate solution for situations where neck protection from drafts 
is needed, even if the season is warm. While the SuperLight Carbon 
Underwear® fabric (36% lighter than Carbon Underwear®) lets the athlete 
retain the right body temperature by taking sweat (and heat along with it) 
to the outside without absorbing it, the mock turtleneck collar defends the 
neck from sudden temperature changes and cool drafts.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIaLS 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear®

Thermoregulating and 
super breathable (-36% in 
weight compared to Carbon 
Underwear®). Specific for high 
temperatures. Antistatic fabric. 

SEaMLESS  
TEcHnoLogy
Seamless garment on the 
torso for an absolute comfort

anTISTaTIc 
SySTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

LIgHTER

code ts3l



UNDERWEAR LIGHT
SUMMER

36% 

BLacK caRBon
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TEcHnoLogIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

With Leggings SuperLight Carbon Underwear it is not necessary to give 
up the thermoregulation and wicking properties of our SuperLight Carbon 
Underwear® fabric even on particularly hot days. Just like a second skin, 
it allows the athlete to retain the right body temperature by taking sweat 
(and heat along with it) to the outside without absorbing it. The result is a 
pleasant sensation of dryness and freshness on the skin.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIaLS 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear®

Thermoregulating and 
super breathable (-36% in 
weight compared to Carbon 
Underwear®). Specific for high 
temperatures. Antistatic fabric. 

leggIngS SuperlIght carbon underwear

SEaMLESS  
TEcHnoLogy
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

anTISTaTIc 
SySTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

LIgHTER

code pnxl



UNDERWEAR LIGHT
SUMMER

36% 

4h

2
density

BLacK caRBon
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TEcHnoLogIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

With Leggings SuperLight Carbon Underwear with butt-patch it is not 
necessary to give up the thermoregulation and wicking properties of our 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear® fabric even on particularly hot days. Just 
like a second skin, it allows the athlete to retain the right body temperature 
by taking sweat (and heat along with it) to the outside without absorbing 
it. The result is a pleasant sensation of dryness and freshness on the 
skin. What's more is that the convenient built-in butt-patch guarantees a 
comfortable ride on the seat.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIaLS 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear®

Thermoregulating and 
super breathable (-36% in 
weight compared to Carbon 
Underwear®). Specific for high 
temperatures. Antistatic fabric. 

leggIngS SuperlIght carbon underwear 
with butt-patch

SEaMLESS  
TEcHnoLogy
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

anTISTaTIc 
SySTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

LIgHTER

More info on page 11
MOTORCYCLE PAD bUTT-PATCh

code pn2l



UNDERWEAR LIGHT
SUMMER

36% 

BLacK caRBon
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TEcHnoLogIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

One-piece undersuit SuperLight Carbon Underwear designed for the 
hot season, when suffocating heat and humidity give no respite. In these 
conditions a garment is required that allows the athlete to retain the right 
body temperature by taking sweat (and heat along with it) to the outside 
without absorbing it. The result is a pleasant sensation of dryness and 
freshness on the skin provided by our SuperLight Carbon Underwear® 
fabric (36% lighter than Carbon Underwear®), in addition to making 
outerwear (one-piece leather suit, for example) easier to put on.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIaLS 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear®

Thermoregulating and 
super breathable (-36% in 
weight compared to Carbon 
Underwear®). Specific for high 
temperatures. Antistatic fabric. 

one-piece undersuit 
SuperlIght carbon underwear

SEaMLESS TEcHnoLogy
Less seams for an absolute 
comfort

anTISTaTIc SySTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

LIgHTER

code stxl



UNDERWEAR LIGHT
SUMMER

36% 

BLacK caRBon
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TEcHnoLogIES
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

One-piece racing undersuit SuperLight Carbon Underwear designed for 
the hot season, when suffocating heat and humidity give no respite. In 
these conditions a garment is required that allows the athlete to retain 
the right body temperature by taking sweat (and heat along with it) to the 
outside without absorbing it. The result is a pleasant sensation of dryness 
and freshness on the skin provided by our SuperLight Carbon Underwear® 
fabric (36% lighter than Carbon Underwear®), in addition to making 
outerwear (one-piece leather suit, for example) easier to put on. Elastic 
bands for hands and feet are applied in the "racing" version to guarantee 
that the product stays positioned properly during sports activity, especially 
on the track.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIaLS 
SuperLight Carbon Underwear®

Thermoregulating and 
super breathable (-36% in 
weight compared to Carbon 
Underwear®). Specific for high 
temperatures. Antistatic fabric. 

SEaMLESS TEcHnoLogy
Less seams for an absolute 
comfort

anTISTaTIc SySTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

one-piece racing undersuit 
SuperlIght carbon underwear

Elastic bands for hands 
and feet so the product 
stays positioned properly 
during activity

LIgHTER

code stxl R



56

designed for 
those who 
love to brave 
the cold



UNDER
WEAR 
WARM

Credits: Dario Bologna
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The garments of the SIXS Underwear 
Warm line are suitable for all sports 
undertaken in harsh temperature 
conditions.  

Worn in direct contact with the skin 
and underneath normal protective 
sports clothing, these garments keep the 
body properly thermoregulated and the 
skin always dry because they eliminate 
moisture and the consequent feeling of 
dampness.

Why wear 3 or 4 layers when you can feel 
at the right temperature by just using the 
Underwear Warm line garments with your 
outerwear?

Changes in temperature will no longer be a 
problem either. By avoiding sudden chills 
(due to sweat or damp fabric in contact 
with the skin), comfort will always be 
guaranteed while considerably reducing 
muscle injuries.

Derived from the patented Carbon Underwear®, this new fabric with a 45% denser  
weave has been carefully altered to keep thermoregulation constant without limiting the 
perspiration of the body in extreme cold conditions.

Control winter

thermo Carbon Underwear®



UNDERWEAR WARM
WINTER

45% 
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Long-sLeeve round neck jersey 
thermo Carbon Underwear

TEchNologIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Long-sleeve round neck Thermo Carbon Underwear designed to tackle 
low temperatures (below 5°C) so that the athlete does not waste precious 
energy to heat the body. In these conditions it is essential to wear a 
"strengthened" product that manages the body temperature by taking any 
sweat to the outside without absorbing it. Total protection provided by the 
fabric Thermo Carbon Underwear®, 45% denser than Carbon Underwear®.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Thermo Carbon Underwear®

Breathable and thermal (45% 
more than Carbon Underwear®).

sEaMlEss TEchNology
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

aNTIsTaTIc 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

BlacK caRBoN

MoRE coNsIsTENT

Code ts2W



UNDERWEAR WARM
WINTER

45% 
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Long sLeeve turtLeneck jersey 
thermo Carbon Underwear

TEchNologIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Long-sleeve mock turtleneck Thermo Carbon Underwear designed to 
tackle low temperatures (below 5°C) so that the athlete does not waste 
precious energy to heat the body. In these conditions it is essential to wear 
a "strengthened" product that manages the body temperature by taking 
any sweat to the outside without absorbing it. Total protection provided by 
the mock turtleneck collar (which defends the neck) and the fabric Thermo 
Carbon Underwear®, 45% denser than Carbon Underwear®.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Thermo Carbon Underwear®

Breathable and thermal (45% 
more than Carbon Underwear®).

sEaMlEss TEchNology
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

aNTIsTaTIc 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

BlacK caRBoN

MoRE coNsIsTENT

Code ts3W



UNDERWEAR WARM
WINTER

45% 
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Long sLeeve turtLeneck jersey with zipper 
thermo Carbon Underwear

BlacK caRBoN

TEchNologIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Long-sleeve mock turtleneck with zipper Thermo Carbon Underwear 
designed to tackle low temperatures (below 5°C) so that the athlete 
does not waste precious energy to heat the body. In these conditions it 
is essential to wear a "strengthened" product that manages the body 
temperature by taking any sweat to the outside without absorbing it. Total 
protection provided by the mock turtleneck collar (which can be opened 
with the handy front zipper) and the fabric Thermo Carbon Underwear®, 
45% denser than Carbon Underwear®.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Thermo Carbon Underwear®

Breathable and thermal (45% 
more than Carbon Underwear®).

aNTIsTaTIc 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

sEaMlEss  
TEchNology
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

MoRE coNsIsTENT

Code ts13W



UNDERWEAR WARM
WINTER

45% 
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Leggings thermo carbon underwear

BlacK caRBoN

TEchNologIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Leggings Thermo Carbon Underwear designed to tackle low temperatures 
(below 5°C) so that the athlete does not waste precious energy to heat the 
body. In these conditions it is essential to wear a "strengthened" product 
that manages the body temperature by taking any sweat to the outside 
without absorbing it. Total protection provided by the fabric Thermo Carbon 
Underwear®, 45% denser than Carbon Underwear®.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Thermo Carbon Underwear®

Breathable and thermal (45% 
more than Carbon Underwear®).

aNTIsTaTIc 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

sEaMlEss  
TEchNology
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

MoRE coNsIsTENT

Code pnxW



UNDERWEAR WARM
WINTER

45% 

4h

2
density
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TEchNologIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

Leggings Thermo Carbon Underwear with butt-patch designed for long 
rides on the seat (below 5°C) so that the athlete does not waste precious 
energy to heat the body. In these conditions it is essential to wear a 
"strengthened" product that manages the body temperature by taking any 
sweat to the outside without absorbing it. Total protection provided by the 
fabric Thermo Carbon Underwear®, 45% denser than Carbon Underwear®.
The built-in butt-patch absorbs vibrations and shocks.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Thermo Carbon Underwear®

Breathable and thermal (45% 
more than Carbon Underwear®).

Leggings thermo carbon underwear 
with butt-patch

sEaMlEss  
TEchNology
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

aNTIsTaTIc 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

BlacK caRBoN

MoRE coNsIsTENT

MOTORCYCLE PAD BuTT-PATCh
More info on page 11

MOTORCYCLE PAD BuTT-PATCh
More info on page 11

Code pn2W



WINTER



active
WeaR

Be active
Be sixs
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SIXS total look

actIvewear BIke

The Activewear line brings the 
technology and benefits of 
our Underwear to outerwear 
products as well thanks to 
the innovative sixs carbon 
Activewear fabric.The 
formulation is the same, but the 
weight is specifically designed to 
be worn as an outer garment.

The Activewear garments can be 
combined with the Underwear 
line, enhancing the outstanding 
qualities of SIXS textile 
technology.

Activewear collection dedicated to cycling, revolutionized and 
expanded with new products and colors. Bib Tights and Bike Jerseys 
made of Carbon Activewear are ideal to be worn in direct contact 
with skin or over a garment of the Underwear line.
Complete your style. Create your total SIXS look.



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

PINK/LIGHT BLUE

GREEN/LIGHTBLUE

GREY/RED

oRaNGE/YELLow

30% 

66

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

Short-sleeve jersey made of Carbon UltraActivewear® fabric. This improved 
composition contains more polypropylene fiber than the classic items of 
the “Activewear” line, and the yarn weighs 30% less. This results in better 
breathability in sweltering weather conditions and a lower sensation of 
heat on the skin, thanks to the polypropylene’s ability to carry moisture to 
the outside and the carbon’s ability to regulate body temperature. Designed 
for cyclists who don’t let the heat intimidate them during the summer and 
need a product able to provide utmost comfort in extreme conditions. 
Seamless technology to reduce the pressure points on the body and follow 
all of the athlete’s shapes and movements.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon UltraActivewear®

Ultralight fabric (30% less than 
normal Carbon Activewear®) to 
achieve incredible breathability.

Short-Sleeve Bike JerSey 
ultralIght

LIGHTER

code BIKE3 ULTRALIGHT



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

PINK/LIGHT BLUE

GREEN/LIGHTBLUE

GREY/RED

oRaNGE/YELLow

30% 

7h

3
density
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SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment 
on the torso to 
provide absolute 
comfort

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

Short-sleeve jersey made of Carbon UltraActivewear® fabric. This improved 
composition contains more polypropylene fiber than the classic items of 
the “Activewear” line, and the yarn weighs 30% less. This results in better 
breathability in sweltering weather conditions and a lower sensation of 
heat on the skin, thanks to the polypropylene’s ability to carry moisture to 
the outside and the carbon’s ability to regulate body temperature. Designed 
for cyclists who don’t let the heat intimidate them during the summer and 
need a product able to provide utmost comfort in extreme conditions. 
Seamless technology to reduce the pressure points on the body and follow 
all of the athlete’s shapes and movements.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon UltraActivewear®

Ultralight fabric (30% less than 
normal Carbon Activewear®) to 
achieve incredible breathability.

Short leg BIB tIght 
ultralIght

Open-knit stretch 
suspender providing 
greater comfort

PERfoRmaNcE LUxURY PaD 
butt-patch

More info on page 11

LIGHTER

code SLP ULTRALIGHT



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

aLL BLacK

wHITE

68

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This sleeveless jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

SleeveleSS Bike JerSey 
carBon actIvewear

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

code BIKE2 CHROMO



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

aLL BLacK

69

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This short-sleeve jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

Short-Sleeve Bike JerSey 
carBon actIvewear

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code BIKE3 CHROMO



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

aLL BLacK

70

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This long-sleeve jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

long-Sleeve Bike JerSey 
carBon actIvewear

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code BIKE4 CHROMO



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

aLL BLacK

4h

2
density
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Short leg BIB tIght

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

The properties of the Carbon Activewear® weave combined with the 
comfort of an anatomic seamless product without seams on the sides 
and back generate a one of a kind bib tight. Like not wearing it at all: the 
garment hugs the body perfectly without pressure points. Owing to the 
excellent breathability and thermoregulation qualities, the skin will always 
stay fresh and dry to enjoy ultimate comfort in all conditions. Minimal and 
stylish All Black design.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort skin pad butt-patch

More info on page 11

code SLP CHROMO



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/PINK

BLacK/oRaNGE

BLacK/GREEN

BLacK/YELLow

BLacK/RED BLacK/LIGHT BLUE
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TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This sleeveless jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

StriPeS SleeveleSS Bike JerSey

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code BIKE2 STRIPES



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/RED

BLacK/oRaNGE

BLacK/GREEN

BLacK/YELLow

BLacK/LIGHT BLUE BLacK/PINK

73

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This short-sleeve jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

StriPeS Short-Sleeve Bike JerSey

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code BIKE3 STRIPES



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/LIGHT BLUE BLacK/YELLow

BLacK/PINK

BLacK/oRaNGE

BLacK/GREEN

BLacK/RED

74

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This long-sleeve jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

StriPeS long-Sleeve Bike JerSey

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code BIKE4 STRIPES



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/RED

BLacK/PINK

BLacK/oRaNGE

BLacK/GREEN

BLacK/YELLow

BLacK/LIGHT BLUE

4h

2
density

75

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

The properties of the Carbon Activewear® weave combined with the 
comfort of an anatomic seamless product without seams on the sides 
and back generate a one of a kind bib tight. Like not wearing it at all: the 
garment hugs the body perfectly without pressure points. Owing to the 
excellent breathability and thermoregulation qualities, the skin will always 
stay fresh and dry to enjoy ultimate comfort in all conditions. Sporty and 
fashionable Stripes design.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

StrIpeS Short leg BIB tIght

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Fewer seams to 
provide absolute 
comfort

skin pad butt-patch
More info on page 11

code SLP STRIPES



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/oRaNGE

BLacK/RED

BLacK/PINK

BLacK/GREEN

BLacK/YELLow

BLacK/LIGHT BLUE

76

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This sleeveless jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product as a vest with 
intermediate temperatures.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

lUXUry SleeveleSS Bike JerSey

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code BIKE2 LUXURY



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/LIGHT BLUE

BLacK/PINK

BLacK/oRaNGE

BLacK/GREEN

BLacK/YELLow

BLacK/RED

77

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This short-sleeve jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

lUXUry Short-Sleeve Bike JerSey

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code BIKE3 LUXURY



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/RED

BLacK/PINK

BLacK/oRaNGE

BLacK/YELLow

BLacK/LIGHT BLUE BLacK/GREEN

78

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL

The technology of our underwear even on outerwear garments: owing 
to the properties of Carbon Underwear®, the skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is ensured. The skin is free to breathe, without layered 
fabric that suffocates it, and this guarantees effective performance and 
unmatched comfort. This long-sleeve jersey can be worn both in direct 
contact with the skin or on top of an underwear product.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

lUXUry long-Sleeve Bike JerSey

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the 
torso to provide absolute 
comfort

code BIKE4 LUXURY



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/PINK

BLacK/oRaNGE

BLacK/GREEN

BLacK/YELLow

BLacK/LIGHT BLUE BLacK/RED

7h

3
density

79

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

Short leg bib tight with top of the line butt-patch for rides lasting up to 8 
hours. The properties of the Carbon Activewear® weave combined with 
the comfort of an anatomic seamless product without seams on the sides 
and back generate a one of a kind bib tight. Like not wearing it at all: the 
garment hugs the body perfectly without pressure points. Owing to the 
excellent breathability and thermoregulation qualities, the skin will always 
stay fresh and dry to enjoy ultimate comfort in all conditions.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

lUXUry Short leg BiB tight

SEamLESS TEcHNoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide absolute comfort

PERfoRmaNcE LUxURY PaD 
butt-patch

More info on page 11

code SLP LUXURY



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK

4h

2
density

80

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

The properties of the Carbon Activewear® weave combined with the 
comfort of an anatomic seamless product without seams on the sides 
and back generate a one of a kind bib tight. Like not wearing it at all: the 
garment hugs the body perfectly without pressure points. Owing to the 
excellent breathability and thermoregulation qualities, the skin will always 
stay fresh and dry to enjoy ultimate comfort in all conditions. The butt-
patch prevents chafing and cushions vibrations.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

carBon actIvewear Short leg BIB tIght

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

skin pad butt-patch
More info on page 11

code SLP2 2S



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK

2
density

4/5h

81

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology
- Twin Padded 
Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

Bib tight recommended for long distances owing to the Twin Padded 
Technology: two overlapped butt-patches with different characteristics. 
The inner one, in contact with the skin, is less dense and more comfortable, 
and it massages lightly to reactivate circulation. The micro breathability 
channels transfer moisture to the outside. The outer butt-patch, on the 
other hand, is denser to neutralize vibrations, and is more extensive 
(covering all areas subject to chafing) so as to ensure maximum comfort.
In addition to this, the properties of the Carbon Activewear® weave 
combined with the comfort of an anatomic seamless product without 
seams on the sides and back generate a one of a kind bib tight. Like not 
wearing it at all: the garment hugs the body perfectly without pressure 
points.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

twIn padded Short leg BIB tIght 
carBon actIvewear

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

twin padded butt-patch
More info on page 11

code SLP3 2S



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK caRBoN

4h

2
density

82

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

The properties of the Carbon Activewear® weave combined with the 
comfort of an anatomic seamless product without seams on the sides 
and back generate a one of a kind bib tight. The garment hugs the body 
perfectly without pressure points. Since it boasts excellent breathability 
and thermoregulation qualities, the skin will always stay fresh and dry to 
enjoy ultimate comfort in all conditions. The butt-patch prevents chafing 
and cushions vibrations.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

carBon actIvewear 3/4 BIB tIght

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

skin pad butt-patch
More info on page 11

code SLP4 2S



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK caRBoN

1
density

4/5h

83

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

Triathlon bodysuit: made of Carbon Activewear. Due to the exceptional 
water-repellent properties of the polypropylene, the bodysuit does not 
retain liquids and it immediately disperses the water and the weight it 
carries. Since it immediately dries, it prevents annoying irritations and 
abrasions. It is perfect when switching from swimming to cycling. The 
perforated and lowered internal butt-patch ensures maximum performance 
without getting soaked. The skin will always be dry and thermoregulated, as 
if you were wearing a second skin.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

CArBon ACtiveWeAr triAthlon BoDySUit

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

tRi pad butt-patch
More info on page 11

code BDT



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/wHITE

4h

2
density

84

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
S, M, L, XL

The bike bodysuit is a revolutionary product: due to the properties of 
Carbon Activewear, it is like wearing a second skin. It ensures perfect 
thermoregulation and breathability. The absence of seams on the entire 
torso carries comfort to extraordinary levels. It can be worn as a single 
garment during the hottest season (for this reason it has two handy 
back pockets and a front zipper) or during indoor work-outs, or it can be 
matched with a garment of the underwear line or with a Carbon Activewear 
Jersey.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

CArBon ACtiveWeAr Bike BoDySUit

SEamLESS  
TEcHNoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

skin pad butt-patch
More info on page 11

code BDB



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK

wINTER

85

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Comfort Fit
- High visibility
- Areo Fit
- Wind Shell Zipper

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Softshell for low temperatures. Lightness and protection owing to the 
innovative thermal and waterproof PolarTech Activewear® fabric combined 
with the breathable Thermo Carbon Underwear® inserts placed in the 
zones where perspiration is at the highest degree, it is the ultimate jacket 
for use in the coldest months of the year. Wear it on top of the underwear 
made of Carbon Underwear. The products will work in perfect harmony to 
keep the skin dry and to maintain the body's natural thermoregulation.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
PolarTech Activewear®

Waterproof (>10,000 mm water 
column), thermoregulating and 
breathable.

Thermo Carbon Underwear®

Breathable and thermal (45% 
denser than Carbon Underwear®).

SoFtShell JACket

wIND SHELL zIPPER
Windproof taped zipper 
with carbon effect

comfoRT fIT
The zones subject to cold drafts and 
wind are protected by our PolarTech 
Activewear®. The back area - where there 
is no direct contact with the air - features 
inserts in Thermo Carbon Underwear® 
that maintains thermoregulation by taking 
sweat to the outside and keeping the skin 
dry

HIGH vISIBILITY
Reflecting inserts for 
maximum visibility

aREo fIT
Designed to follow the athlete's 
posture during sports activities: 
longer in back and shorter in 
front, remaining comfortable and 
aerodynamic

code SOFT W



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK/BLacK caRBoN

wINTER

4h

2
density

86

comfoRT fIT
The zones subject to cold drafts and wind are 
protected by our PolarTech Activewear®. The 
back area - where there is no direct contact 
with the air - features inserts in Thermo Carbon 
Underwear® that maintains thermoregulation 
by taking sweat to the outside and keeping the 
skin dry

HIGH vISIBILITY
Reflecting inserts for 
maximum visibility

waTERPRoof PRImE
Waterproof polypropylene 
fiber product: like a funnel, 
it takes sweat away from the 
skin to the outside, keeping 
you warm and dry. It is not 
afraid of the rain

Short wInter BIB tIght

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Brainy Position
- Waterproof Prime
- High visibility

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Short leg winter bib tight made of the waterproof PolarTech Activewear® 
membrane: protection from wind and water without sacrificing 
breathability. Perfect for being used together with leggings, it keeps the 
skin dry and the body thermoregulated without wasting precious energy to 
heat the body.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
PolarTech Activewear®

Waterproof (>10,000 mm water 
column), thermoregulating and 
breathable.

Thermo Carbon Underwear®

Breathable and thermal (45% 
denser than Carbon Underwear®).

More info on page 11
skin pad butt-patch

code SLP W SHORT



ACTIVEWEAR Bike Collection

BLacK

wINTER

4h

2
density

87

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Comfort Fit
- Waterproof Prime
- High visibility

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Winter bib tight made of the waterproof PolarTech Activewear® membrane: 
protection from wind and water without sacrificing breathability. It keeps 
the skin dry and the body thermoregulated without wasting precious 
energy to heat the body. Also recommended for harsh temperatures.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
PolarTech Activewear®

Waterproof (>10,000 mm water 
column), thermoregulating and 
breathable.

Thermo Carbon Underwear®

Breathable and thermal (45% 
denser than Carbon Underwear®).

wInter BIB tIght
comfoRT fIT
The zones subject to cold drafts and wind are 
protected by our PolarTech Activewear®. The 
back area - where there is no direct contact 
with the air - features inserts in Thermo Carbon 
Underwear® that maintains thermoregulation 
by taking sweat to the outside and keeping the 
skin dry

HIGH vISIBILITY
Reflecting inserts for 
maximum visibility

waTERPRoof PRImE
Waterproof polypropylene 
fiber product: like a funnel, 
it takes sweat away from the 
skin to the outside, keeping 
you warm and dry. It is not 
afraid of the rain

More info on page 11
skin pad butt-patch

code SLP W



ACTIVEWEAR

TRaSPaRENT/BLacK

TRaSPaRENT/YELLow fLUo

NEW
COLOR

88

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Areo Fit
- Pluma innovation
- Waterproof Prime

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

The long-sleeve SIXS waterproof cape is the garment for extreme rain 
conditions or for protection going downhill when temperatures are harsh.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Extra Pluma Barrier®

Extra lightness, protection from 
the wind and waterproof (>8,000 
mm water column).

waterproof cape

PLUma INNovaTIoN
Easy to fold and ultra-light 
product so it can always be 
carried along

aREo fIT
Designed to follow the athlete's 
posture during sports activities: 
longer in back and shorter in 
front, remaining comfortable and 
aerodynamic

waTERPRoof PRImE
Waterproof polypropylene fiber product: like 
a funnel, it takes the sweat away from the skin 
to the outside, keeping you warm and dry. It is 
not afraid of the rain

LIGHTNESS 
PERfoRmaNcE
Product weight = 73 g

Collar lined with Carbon 
Underwear fabric to 
increase comfort and 
eliminate irritations

code MANT  W



ACTIVEWEAR

TRaSPaRENT/BLacK

TRaSPaRENT/YELLow fLUo

NEW
COLOR

89

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Areo Fit
- Pluma innovation
- Waterproof Prime

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

The windproof SIXS vest is the essential garment to always bring with you 
during workouts, competition or the classic hikes. Lightweight and handy to 
stow in a pocket, it is quick to put on with a practical zipper that does not 
create gaps letting the rain and wind get through.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Extra Pluma Barrier®

Extra lightness, protection from 
the wind and waterproof (>8,000 
mm water column).

wIndproof veSt

PLUma INNovaTIoN
Easy to fold and ultra-light 
product so it can always be 
carried along

waTERPRoof PRImE
Waterproof polypropylene fiber product: like 
a funnel, it takes the sweat away from the skin 
to the outside, keeping you warm and dry. It is 
not afraid of the rainaREo fIT

Designed to follow the athlete's posture 
during sports activities: longer in 
back and shorter in front, remaining 
comfortable and aerodynamic

LIGHTNESS 
PERfoRmaNcE
Product weight = 56 g

Collar lined with Carbon 
Underwear fabric to 
increase comfort and 
eliminate irritations

code GLT W



ACTIVEWEAR

wHITE caRBoN

aLL BLacK

90

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, M, L, XL

Comfortable and breathable short-sleeve polo shirt with a refined and 
traditional design. The benefits of Carbon Activewear are found in this 
garment, too, to guarantee perfect breathability and thermoregulation. 
Product recommended for sportspeople who demand style, even in indoor 
situations, without giving up the benefits of a technical garment.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

Short-Sleeve Polo Shirt

SEamLESS TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

code POL1



ACTIVEWEAR

aLL BLacK

wHITE caRBoN

91

TEcHNoLoGIES
- Seamless Technology

caRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzES 
S, M, L, XL

Comfortable and breathable long-sleeve polo shirt with a refined and 
traditional design. The benefits of Carbon Activewear are found in this 
garment, too, to guarantee perfect breathability and thermoregulation. 
Product recommended for sportspeople who demand style, even in indoor 
situations, without giving up the benefits of a technical garment.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

maTERIaLS 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation properties 
as Carbon Underwear®, with a 
structure designed for outerwear 
garments.

long-Sleeve Polo Shirt

SEamLESS TEcHNoLoGY
Seamless garment on the 
torso to provide absolute 
comfort

code POL2



92

it certainly 
won't be the 
thermometer 
that stops 
you



93

winter
tourism

Brave the cold

the difference lies in the 
Blend

When you freeze on one side and perspire on the other, try out the products of the 
Winter Tourism line. They are designed to offer you warmth and comfort without 
sacrificing breathability.

The garments of the Winter Tourism line 
are the first where the patented SIXS 
fabric is used together with different 
textile elements. It is, in fact, the blend of 
materials that offers the possibility to get 
perfect protection from cold air, together 
with the complete moisture wicking from 
the skin.

To get top performance, we recommend 
using SIXS Underwear products 
underneath the Winter Tourism 
garments.



WINTER

all BlaCK

94

TEChNologIEs
- Comfort Fit
- Areo Fit

CaRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 
XXXL

The WTS gilet represents the new goal in the fight against cold. With 
Brainy Position technology, three different materials are mixed together to 
form the product. The Winter Barrier (windproof and water-repellent fiber) 
acts in the front part exposed to cold air to keep the cold from penetrating 
and to keep the body warm and dry. In the portions more subject to 
perspiration, Carbon Underwear® guarantees total breathability and 
thermoregulation, while a micro polar fleece weave warms and maintains 
the right body temperature in the intermediate areas. Recommended as 
the "intermediate layer", to use on top of SIXS Underwear and underneath 
another technical outerwear garment.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Winter Barrier®

Water-repellent, windproof and 
thermoregulating.

Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and thermoregulation 
without compromise. Perfect for 
all seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

ThermoPile®

Very high thermal insulation

Wind stoPPer Gilet

aREo FIT
Designed to follow the athlete's 
posture during sports activities: 
longer in the rear area, shorter in 
the front, remaining comfortable 
and aerodynamic

BRaINy posITIoN
The zones subject to cold drafts 
and wind are protected by our 
Winter Barrier®.

BRaINy posITIoN
The bottom abdomen and back 
areas are thermally insulated by 
ThermoPile®.

CoMFoRT FIT
The back area - where there is no 
direct contact with air - has inserts 
in Thermo Carbon Underwear® 
that maintains thermoregulation by 
taking sweat away to the outside 
and keeping the skin dry

WINTER TOURISM

code SLIM WTS



WINTER

all BlaCK

95

TEChNologIEs
- Comfort Fit
- Areo Fit

CaRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 
XXXL

The WTJ jersey represents the new goal in the fight against cold. With 
Brainy Position technology, three different materials are mixed together to 
form the product. The Winter Barrier (windproof and water-repellent fiber) 
acts in the front part exposed to cold air to keep the cold from penetrating 
and to keep the body warm and dry. In the portions more subject to 
perspiration, Carbon Underwear® guarantees total breathability and 
thermoregulation, while a micro polar fleece weave warms and maintains 
the right body temperature in the intermediate areas. Recommended as 
the "intermediate layer", to use on top of SIXS Underwear and underneath 
another technical outerwear garment.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Winter Barrier®

Water-repellent, windproof and 
thermoregulating.

Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and thermoregulation 
without compromise. Perfect for 
all seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

ThermoPile®

Very high thermal insulation

Wind stoPPer JerseY

aREo FIT
Designed to follow the athlete's 
posture during sports activities: 
longer in the rear area, shorter in 
the front, remaining comfortable 
and aerodynamic

BRaINy posITIoN
The zones subject to cold drafts 
and wind are protected by our 
Winter Barrier®.

BRaINy posITIoN
The bottom abdomen and back 
areas are thermally insulated by 
ThermoPile®.

CoMFoRT FIT
The back area - where there is no 
direct contact with air - has inserts 
in Thermo Carbon Underwear® 
that maintains thermoregulation by 
taking sweat away to the outside 
and keeping the skin dry

WINTER TOURISM

code FULL WTJ



WINTER

all BlaCK

96

TEChNologIEs
- Comfort Fit
- Areo Fit

CaRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 
XXXL

The WTJ Long Johns represent the new goal in the fight against cold. With 
Brainy Position technology, three different materials are mixed together to 
form the product. The Winter Barrier (windproof and water-repellent fiber) 
acts in the front part exposed to cold air to keep the cold from penetrating 
and to keep the body warm and dry. In the portions more subject to 
perspiration, Carbon Underwear® guarantees total breathability and 
thermoregulation, while a micro polar fleece weave warms and maintains 
the right body temperature in the intermediate areas. Recommended as 
the "intermediate layer", to use on top of SIXS Underwear and underneath 
another technical outerwear garment.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Winter Barrier®

Water-repellent, windproof and 
thermoregulating.

Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and thermoregulation 
without compromise. Perfect for 
all seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

ThermoPile®

Very high thermal insulation

Wind stoPPer lonG Johns

aREo FIT
Designed to follow the athlete's 
posture during sports activities: 
longer in the rear area, shorter in 
the front, remaining comfortable 
and aerodynamic

BRaINy posITIoN
The zones subject to cold 
drafts and wind are protected 
by our Winter Barrier®.

BRaINy posITIoN
The back area is 
thermally insulated by 
ThermoPile®.

CoMFoRT FIT
The back area - where there is no 
direct contact with air - has inserts 
in Thermo Carbon Underwear® 
that maintains thermoregulation by 
taking sweat away to the outside 
and keeping the skin dry

WINTER TOURISM

code WTP
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TEChNologIEs
- Air Shield
- Comfort Fit

CaRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
One size only

Neck shield made of water-repellent and windproof fabric that forms a 
barrier against severe weather and icy air. It insulates the neck and face, 
both sensitive and delicate parts of the body, while allowing the skin to 
breathe naturally. It is practical and easy to carry, whether on a motorcycle 
trip or going to work every day by scooter or bike, and can be used for any 
winter sport.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Winter Barrier®

Water-repellent, windproof and 
thermoregulating.

Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

neck shield

aIR shIEld
Breathable windproof protection 
that creates a micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and wind

CoMFoRT FIT
The zones subject to cold drafts 
and wind are protected by our 
Winter Barrier®. The back area - 
where there is no direct contact 
with air - has inserts that maintain 
thermoregulation by taking sweat 
away to the outside and keeping 
the skin dry

code WTC
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aIR shIEld
Breathable windproof protection 
that creates a micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and wind

TEChNologIEs
- Comfort Fit
- Air Shield

CaRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
One size only

WTB winter balaclava: total windproof and waterproof protection in the 
sensitive zones (like the neck and top of the chest) where icy air strikes the 
hardest. The portion of Carbon Underwear® fabric keeps the head warm, 
thermoregulated and dry since it eliminates moisture. 
It is also handy when using jet helmets.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Winter Barrier®

Water-repellent, windproof and 
thermoregulating.

Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Wind stoPPer Winter Balaclava

CoMFoRT FIT
The zones subject to cold drafts and wind are 
protected by our Winter Barrier®. The top area 
- where there is no direct contact with air - has 
inserts in Thermo Carbon Underwear® that 
maintains thermoregulation by taking sweat 
away to the outside and keeping the skin dry

code WTB
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TEChNologIEs
- Comfort Fit
- Air Shield

CaRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
One size only

Long winter balaclava for extreme climates and conditions: total windproof 
and waterproof protection in the sensitive zones (like the neck, shoulders 
and chest) where icy air strikes the hardest. The portion of Carbon 
Underwear® fabric keeps the head warm, thermoregulated and dry since it 
eliminates moisture.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Winter Barrier®

Water-repellent, windproof and 
thermoregulating.

Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Winter Balaclava 
With Wind stoPPer dickie

aIR shIEld
Breathable windproof protection 
that creates a micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and wind

CoMFoRT FIT
The zones subject to cold drafts and wind are 
protected by our Winter Barrier®. The top area 
- where there is no direct contact with air - has 
inserts in Thermo Carbon Underwear® that 
maintains thermoregulation by taking sweat 
away to the outside and keeping the skin dry

code WTB LONG
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TEChNologIEs
- Air Shield

CaRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
One size only

Neck shield made of water-repellent and windproof fabric with added 
protection for shoulders and chest. It provides extra defense for the zones 
exposed to the cold and severe weather to the greatest extent as it retains 
the body heat while ensuring sweat wicking and preventing moisture and 
cold from infiltrating. Thanks to its practical Velcro fastening, it can be put 
on quickly and easily, even when the helmet is already fastened. It is an 
essential accessory for everyday bike or scooter trips in town in the coldest 
months of the year.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Winter Barrier®

Water-repellent, windproof and 
thermoregulating.

Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

neck and shoulder shield

aIR shIEld
Breathable windproof 
protection that creates 
a micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and 
wind

code WTSC
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TEChNologIEs
- Air Shield

CaRE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
One size only

Winter Tourism technology has finally been introduced to the Urban 
environment as well. It is an essential accessory for protecting sensitive 
parts like joints, which are exposed to icy air and severe weather on both 
a motorbike and a scooter. Water-repellent, windproof and insulating, it 
retains body heat and prevents cold and damp from infiltrating. Practical 
and easy to carry, whether on a motorcycle trip or going to work every day 
by scooter.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTERIals 
Winter Barrier®

Water-repellent, windproof and 
thermoregulating.

Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

knee Guards

aIR shIEld
Breathable windproof protection 
that creates a micro air cushion that 
insulates from cold and wind

code WTG
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The introduction of the D3O and 
SAS-TEC protectors to the range of SIXS 
products brilliantly solves the need for 
safety and freedom of movement in all 
sports.

Practical housings hold the protective 
elements that are perfectly positioned in the 
crucial points of the body. The protectors are 
in turn soft and comfortable, but instantly 

become stiff and protective when they are 
needed.

These features, along with the standard 
thermoregulation and breathability of SIXS 
products, make the garments of the Pro 
Tech line an excellent solution for whoever 
is looking for a single product offering both 
comfort and protection.

Materials unique on the protection scene that combine chemistry and advanced engineering 
to obtain a top performing impact absorption system.

In normal conditions, the molecules freely flow to allow the material to remain soft and pliant, 
but at the time of impact they all become blocked together to absorb the shock and abate the 
force transmitted. Afterwards the molecules immediately return to their pliant state.

The products of the Pro Tech line can be purchased “bare” (meaning without protectors) or 
in the “KIT” version (complete with protectors). The KIT lets the athlete purchase just one 
bundle of protective elements and use them inside other products of the Pro Tech range.

The pockets are painstakingly sewn around 
the protectors to secure them in the right 
position.

Chest armor easy to adjust on the jersey 
with the aid of the Velcro fastening, so its 
position can be adapted according to other 
protectors.

The elastic band with Velcro closure on the 
elbow makes sure that the protector always 
stays stable and properly positioned, even if 
subject to intense stresses.

The abdominal band with Velcro closure 
keeps the back protective armor firmly in 
place on the athlete's back.

Comfort and proteCtion have a 
new name

teChnologiCal innovations

the ChoiCe is up to you

Protection 
where it 
is needed, 
when it is 
needed



SAS-TEC
Body protection systems

pro-tech

Credits: Mario Pierguidi
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PRO-TECH

aLL bLaCK
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InTeLLIgenT Safe ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive 
protectors, the product is soft and pliant, 
so it perfectly adapts to the body's 
anatomy. The protectors stiffen at the time 
of impact and absorb the force of impact.

GRID-TECH
Very high level of 
breathability owing to the 
large mesh structure

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors

TECHnoloGIEs
- Grid-tech
- Intelligent safe 
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS
S/M, L,/XL

Mesh sleeveless jersey ready for insertion of spinal protection. The 
customer can choose between the CE approved back protective armor 
level 1 (PRO BACK LIGHT by SAS-TEC) or level 2 (PRO BACK S2 by SAS-
TEC). Perfect for warm days when you want to have just the bare minimum, 
but you don’t want to go without protection. Thanks to GRID-TECH 
technology, the mesh lies between the skin and the clothing on top to 
prevent annoying chafing and create cushions of fresh air that reduce the 
sensation of the skin "suffocating" under the garment. The polyamide fiber 
with its extremely low specific weight is able to absorb the skin's moisture 
to leave it fresh and dry. The back of the sleeveless jersey is in “mesh” so 
that the rear pocket, where the back protective armor will be inserted, can 
be fastened.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from 
moving.

Breezy Net®

Ultralight and extremely elastic 
polypropylene mesh. High 
absorption of body moisture.

mesh sleeveless jersey with spinal proteCtion
Code KIT PRO SMR Code PRO SMR
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe 
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS
S, M, L, XL

Sleeveless jersey with full-length zipper made of Reinforced Carbon 
Underwear. The Carbon Underwear fabric has been reinforced to guarantee 
the same breathability and thermoregulating features as our underwear, 
but with increased density to bear the weight of the protectors and keep 
them firmly in place. The back protective armor is fastened to the sleeveless 
jersey with a back pocket stitched at the top, but raised off the center zone 
of the back to offer enhanced ventilation, and an abdominal band with 
Velcro closure that holds it in position. The ventilated chest protective 
armor (CE approved) is easy to adjust and remove using the Velcro closure. 
Product compatible with any type of Neck Brace. The customer can choose 
between the CE approved back protective armor level 1 (PRO BACK by 
D30) or level 2 (PRO BACK S2 by SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from moving.

proteCtive sleeveless jersey

SeaMLeSS  
TECHnoloGy
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

InTeLLIgenT Safe ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive 
protectors, the product is soft and pliant, so 
it perfectly adapts to the body's anatomy. 
The protectors stiffen at the time of impact 
and absorb the force of impact.

AnTIsTATIC sysTEm
The carbon yarn isolates the static electricity 
caused by the rubbing of fabrics

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors
Code KIT PRO SM9 Code PRO SM9
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe 
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS
S, M, L, XL

Short-sleeve jersey with full-length zipper made of Reinforced Carbon 
Underwear. The Carbon Underwear fabric has been reinforced to guarantee 
the same breathability and thermoregulating features as our underwear, but 
with increased density to bear the weight of the protectors and keep them 
firmly in place. Removable shoulder protectors. The back protective armor 
is fastened to the sleeveless jersey with a back pocket stitched at the top, 
but raised off the center zone of the back to offer enhanced ventilation, and 
an abdominal band with Velcro closure that holds it in position.
The ventilated chest protective armor (CE approved) is easy to adjust and 
remove using the Velcro closure. Product compatible with any type of Neck 
Brace. The customer can choose from CE approved protectors level 1 (D3O) 
or level 2 (SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from moving.

SHORT-SLEEVE PROTECTIVE JERSEY

SeaMLeSS  
TECHnoloGy
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

InTeLLIgenT Safe ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive 
protectors, the product is soft and 
pliant, so it perfectly adapts to the 
body's anatomy. The protectors 
stiffen at the time of impact and 
absorb the force of impact.

AnTIsTATIC sysTEm
The carbon yarn isolates the static electricity 
caused by the rubbing of fabrics

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors
Code KIT PRO TS8 Code PRO TS8
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AnTIsTATIC sysTEm
The carbon yarn isolates the static electricity 
caused by the rubbing of fabrics

TECHnoloGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe  
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
S, M, L, XL

Long-sleeve jersey with full-length zipper made of Reinforced Carbon 
Underwear. The Carbon Underwear fabric has been reinforced to guarantee 
the same breathability and thermoregulating features as our underwear, but 
with increased density to bear the weight of the protectors and keep them 
firmly in place. Extremely customizable depending on the needs: protectors 
for shoulders and elbows can be removed from the inside pockets that 
prevent them from moving. Back protective armor with separate housing 
adjustable in height or that can be removed from the jersey. The abdominal 
band that holds the back protective armor in place is removable, too. The 
ventilated chest protective armor (CE approved) is easy to adjust and 
remove using the Velcro closure. Product compatible with any type of Neck 
Brace. The customer can choose from CE approved protectors level 1 (D3O) 
or level 2 (SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from moving.

LONG-SLEEVE PROTECTIVE JERSEY

SeaMLeSS  
TECHnoloGy
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

InTeLLIgenT Safe ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive 
protectors, the product is soft and pliant, 
so it perfectly adapts to the body's 
anatomy. The protectors stiffen at the time 
of impact and absorb the force of impact.

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors
Code KIT PRO TS10 Code PRO TS10
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe 
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
S, M, L/XL

Protective shorts with coccyx shield made of Reinforced Carbon 
Underwear®. The Carbon Underwear fabric has been reinforced to 
guarantee the same breathability and thermoregulating features as our 
underwear, but with increased density to bear the weight of the protectors 
and keep them firmly in place. Removable protectors to provide easy 
personalization based on use. The customer can choose from CE approved 
protectors level 1 (D3O) or level 2 (SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from moving.

proteCtive shorts with CoCCyX shield

SeaMLeSS  
TECHnoloGy
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIsTATIC sysTEm
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

InTeLLIgenT Safe 
ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-
sensitive protectors, the product 
is soft and pliant, so it perfectly 
adapts to the body's anatomy. The 
protectors stiffen at the time of 
impact and absorb the force of 
impact.

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors
Code KIT PRO SHO1 Code PRO SHO1
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe   
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
S, M, L/XL

Protective shorts with butt-patch made of Reinforced Carbon Underwear®. 
The Carbon Underwear fabric has been reinforced to guarantee the same 
breathability and thermoregulating features as our underwear, but with 
increased density to bear the weight of the protectors and keep them firmly 
in place. The built-in butt-patch absorbs vibrations and shocks. Removable 
protectors to provide easy personalization based on use. The customer can 
choose from CE approved protectors level 1 (D3O) or level 2 (SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from moving.

PROTECTIVE SHORTS WITH BUTT-PATCH

SeaMLeSS  
TECHnoloGy
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIsTATIC sysTEm
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

InTeLLIgenT Safe 
ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-
sensitive protectors, the product 
is soft and pliant, so it perfectly 
adapts to the body's anatomy. The 
protectors stiffen at the time of 
impact and absorb the force of 
impact.

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors

AGIlE PAD buTT-PATCH
More info on page 11

Code KIT PRO SHO2 Code PRO SHO2
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe 
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
S, M, L/XL

Protective shorts with butt-patch made of Reinforced Carbon Underwear®. 
The Carbon Underwear fabric has been reinforced to guarantee the same 
breathability and thermoregulating features as our underwear, but with 
increased density to bear the weight of the protectors and keep them firmly 
in place. The built-in butt-patch absorbs vibrations and shocks. Removable 
protectors to provide easy personalization based on use. The customer can 
choose from CE approved protectors level 1 (D3O) or level 2 (SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from moving.

PROTECTIVE SHORTS WITH BUTT-PATCH

aLL bLaCK

SeaMLeSS  
TECHnoloGy
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIsTATIC sysTEm
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

InTeLLIgenT Safe 
ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-
sensitive protectors, the product 
is soft and pliant, so it perfectly 
adapts to the body's anatomy. The 
protectors stiffen at the time of 
impact and absorb the force of 
impact.

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors

AGIlE PAD buTT-PATCH
More info on page 11

Code KIT PRO SHO3 Code PRO SHO3
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe 
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

Protective leggings made of Reinforced Carbon Underwear®. The Carbon 
Underwear fabric has been reinforced to guarantee the same breathability 
and thermoregulating features as our underwear, but with increased 
density to bear the weight of the protectors and keep them firmly in place. 
Removable protectors to provide easy personalization based on use. The 
customer can choose from CE approved protectors level 1 (D3O) or level 2 
(SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from moving.

proteCtive leggings

bLaCK Carbon

SeaMLeSS  
TECHnoloGy
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIsTATIC sysTEm
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

InTeLLIgenT Safe ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive protectors, the product 
is soft and pliant, so it perfectly adapts to the body's anatomy. 
The protectors stiffen at the time of impact and absorb the 
force of impact.

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors
Code KIT PRO PNX Code PRO PNX
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe    
  protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

Protective leggings with butt-patch made of Reinforced Carbon 
Underwear®. The Carbon Underwear fabric has been reinforced to 
guarantee the same breathability and thermoregulating features as our 
underwear, but with increased density to bear the weight of the protectors 
and keep them firmly in place. The built-in butt-patch absorbs vibrations 
and shocks. Removable protectors to provide easy personalization based on 
use. The customer can choose from CE approved protectors level 1 (D3O) or 
level 2 (SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from moving.

PROTECTIVE LEGGINGS WITH BUTT-PATCH

bLaCK Carbon

SeaMLeSS  
TECHnoloGy
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIsTATIC sysTEm
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

InTeLLIgenT Safe ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive protectors, the product 
is soft and pliant, so it perfectly adapts to the body's anatomy. 
The protectors stiffen at the time of impact and absorb the 
force of impact.

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors

AGIlE PAD buTT-PATCH
More info on page 11

Code KIT PRO PN2 Code PRO PN2
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Intelligent safe 
protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
S/M, L/XL

Elbow guard made of Polyfiber Cover to achieve optimum breathability 
and thermoregulation, with inside pocket for inserting the protective 
element. The pocket prevents the protector, which after being heated by the 
body's heat precisely follows the anatomy of the joint, from moving. After 
a few minutes you forget you are wearing it, but in the case of impact the 
protector stiffens and protects against impact.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Polyfiber Cover®

Maximum breathability and 
thermoregulation, even in the 
harshest climates.

proteCtive elbow guards

aLL bLaCK

InTeLLIgenT Safe 
ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-
sensitive protectors, the product 
is soft and pliant, so it perfectly 
adapts to the body's anatomy. The 
protectors stiffen at the time of 
impact and absorb the force of 
impact.

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors
Code KIT PRO MANI Code PRO MANI
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TECHnoloGIEs
- Intelligent safe 
protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
S/M, L/XL

Knee guard made of Polyfiber Cover to achieve optimum breathability and 
thermoregulation, with inside pocket for inserting the protective element. 
The pocket prevents the protector, which after being heated by the body's 
heat precisely follows the anatomy of the joint, from moving. After a 
few minutes you forget you are wearing it, but in the case of impact the 
protector stiffens and protects against impact.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Polyfiber Cover®

Maximum breathability and 
thermoregulation, even in the 
harshest climates.

proteCtive knee guards

aLL bLaCK

InTeLLIgenT Safe ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive protectors, 
the product is soft and pliant, so it perfectly adapts 
to the body's anatomy. The protectors stiffen at the 
time of impact and absorb the force of impact.

Code inclusive of protectors Code without protectors
Code KIT PRO gAcO Code PRO gAcO
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InTeLLIgenT Safe ProTeCTIon
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive protectors, 
the product is soft and pliant, so it perfectly adapts 
to the body's anatomy. The protectors stiffen at the 
time of impact and absorb the force of impact.

baCk proteCtive armor

TECHnoloGIEs
- Intelligent safe 
protection

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SIzeS 
One size only

Designed to perfectly adapt under any jersey or outerwear, this back 
protective armor is light, comfortable and with removable armor (this 
feature makes it suitable for motorcycle use when combining a level 2 
CE approved PRO BACK S2, or for cycling use when matching the new 
light level 1 CE approved PRO BACK LIGHT protector). Adjustable stretch 
suspenders and abdominal band with dual Velcro adjustment to get a 
perfect fit.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTerIaLS 
Reinforced Carbon Underwear®

Reinforced Carbon Underwear 
fabric capable of bearing the 
weight of the built-in protectors 
and preventing them from 
moving.

Also compatible with  

Code KIT PRO BAcKBONE
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Care
 

 

SIzeS 
S (10Y/12Y) 
M (SMALL/MEDIUM) 
L (LARGE) 
XL (X-LARGE)

Care
 

 

SIzeS 
S (KIDS) 
M (SMALL/MEDIUM) 
L (LARGE) 
XL (X-LARGE)

CE EN 1621-2 level 1 approved D30™ back protective 
armor made of pliant and soft polyurethane foam. The 
material warms up with body heat and models itself 
to best follow the anatomy of the back. At the time of 
impact, the kinetic force is transmitted to the atoms that 
firmly bond with each other to stiffen the structure so it 
absorbs the impact and protects the body.
When the material is cold, handle with care. Wash by 
hand with cold water.

CoLor
Orange

CE EN 1621-2 level 2 (safest) approved SAS-TEC back 
protective armor made of pliant and soft polyurethane 
foam. The material warms up with body heat and models 
itself to best follow the anatomy of the back. At the time 
of impact, the kinetic force is transmitted to the atoms 
that firmly bond with each other to stiffen the structure 
so it absorbs the impact and protects the body. When 
the material is cold, handle with care. Wash by hand 
with cold water.

CoLor
Yellow

d30 baCk proteCtive armor Ce 
level 1

SAS-TEC BACk PROTECTIVE ARmOR CE 
level 2

PRO-TECH

Care
 

 

SIzeS 
One size only

CE EN 1621-2 level 1 approved SAS-TEC back 
protective armor made of pliant and soft polyurethane 
foam. Perforated to offer lighter weight and improved 
breathability. The material warms up with body heat 
and models itself to best follow the anatomy of 
the back. At the time of impact, the kinetic force is 
transmitted to the atoms that firmly bond with each 
other to stiffen the structure so it absorbs the impact 
and protects the body. When the material is cold, 
handle with care. Wash by hand with cold water.

CoLor
Black

LIGHT SAS-TEC BACk PROTECTIVE ARmOR, 
level 1 Ce

Code PRO BAcK

Code PRO BAcK S2

Code PRO BAcK lIgHT
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Care
 

 

SIzeS 
One size only

CE EN 14021 approved chest protective armor 
compliant with F.M.I. (Italian motorcycling federation) 
regulations for MX, Enduro, Trial, Supermoto and 
Snowmobiles. Fitted with slits to ensure optimum 
ventilation on the torso, it is easy to adjust on the jersey 
using the Velcro fastening, so its position can be adapted 
according to other protectors (like a neck brace).

CoLor
Black

Chest proteCtive armor

ProTeCTorS for:
Shoulders (PRO B – CE 
level 1)
Elbows (PRO C – CE level 1)
Hips (PRO A – CE level 1)
Knees (PRO D – CE level 1)

Care
 

 

SIzeS 
One size only

ProTeCTorS for:
Knees/Elbows 
(PRO CS – CE level 2)
Shoulders (PRO BS – CE 
level 2)
Hips (PRO AS –  CE level 1)
Coccyx (PRO ES – CE 
level 1)
Care
 

 

SIzeS 
One size only

Pliant and soft polyurethane foam protectors. The 
material warms up with body heat and models itself 
to best follow the anatomy of the body. At the time of 
impact, the kinetic force is transmitted to the atoms that 
firmly bond with each other to stiffen the structure so 
it absorbs the impact and protects the body. When the 
material is cold, handle with care. Wash by hand with 
cold water.

CoLor
Orange

Pliant and soft polyurethane foam protectors. The 
material warms up with body heat and models itself 
to best follow the anatomy of the body. At the time of 
impact, the kinetic force is transmitted to the atoms that 
firmly bond with each other to stiffen the structure so 
it absorbs the impact and protects the body. When the 
material is cold, handle with care. Wash by hand with 
cold water.

CoLor
Black/Yellow

d30 proteCtors Ce level 1

SAS-TEC PROTECTORS CE LEVELS 1 ANd 2

PRO-TECH

Code PRO cHEST

Code PRO A-B-C-D

Code PRO ES-AS-BS-CS
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KIDS
119

we fulfil  
the dreams of 
little athletes

Here is enhanced comfort and safety for children up to the age of 12, 
too. Whether they are just starting out on a stupendous sports career 
or are taking up weekend challenges with their friends, the patented 
Carbon Underwear® fabric will help them maintain the right body 
thermoregulation. This means fewer colds, sore throats and flu. In short, it 
is a big help when it comes to their health!

We are the first to offer children the same solutions that win over athletes 
around the world. Our products come in the sizes of 4 to 12 years of age.

Since it is their growth period, the fantastic stretch of the fabric ensures a 
longer lifetime than would be expected. Indeed, it will not be necessary to 
change the product every year, much to the joy of the parents!

For tomorrow's 
champions!

From age 4 and up



KIDS

WHITE CARBON

BLACK CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
4Y, 6Y, 8Y, 10Y, 12Y

SIXS Carbon Underwear sleeveless jersey designed for children 4 to 12 
years of age. Essential product suitable for all conditions, both indoors and 
outdoors. The lightest and most breathable polypropylene fiber on the 
market combined with a real carbon yarn that provides heat transmission 
and antistatic properties that protect the body from the electric charge 
caused by rubbing multiple synthetic fabrics against each other (condition 
typical of sports clothing). Skin always dry and fresh during competition and 
workout in any sport.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Kids sleeveless Jersey carbon underwear

BLACK CARBON

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

ANTIsTATIC 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code KSMX



KIDS

BLACK CARBON

WHITE CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
4Y, 6Y, 8Y, 10Y, 12Y

SIXS Carbon Underwear short-sleeve round neck jersey for children from 
4 to 12 years of age. Multi-sport garment ideal on all occasions. Unlike the 
sleeveless model, the sleeve hugs the upper part of the arm (armpit) which is 
subject to copious perspiration and keeps the skin dry. The lightest and most 
breathable polypropylene fiber on the market combined with a real carbon 
yarn that provides heat transmission and antistatic properties that protect 
the body from the electric charge caused by rubbing multiple synthetic 
fabrics against each other (condition typical of sports clothing).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

KIDS Short-Sleeve rounD necK jerSey  
carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

ANTIsTATIC 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code KTS1



KIDS

WHITE CARBON

BLACK CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
4Y, 6Y, 8Y, 10Y, 12Y

SIXS long-sleeve round neck jersey for children from 4 to 12 years of 
age. The Carbon Underwear fabric lets the skin breath and ensures 
thermoregulation of the body in any weather condition (outdoors or 
indoors). The long sleeve hugs every part of the arm to keep the skin fresh 
and lies between the skin and a top garment. It also slightly protects against 
cool drafts if a short-sleeve top garment is worn.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

long-Sleeve rounD necK jerSey 
Kids carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

ANTIsTATIC 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code KTS2



KIDS

BLACK CARBON

WHITE CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
4Y, 6Y, 8Y, 10Y, 12Y

SIXS Carbon Underwear long sleeve turtleneck jersey for children from 4 to 
12 years of age. Breathable and thermoregulating in any weather condition. 
The long sleeve hugs every part of the arm to keep the skin fresh and lies 
between the skin and a top garment. It also slightly protects against cool 
drafts if a short-sleeve top garment is worn. Lastly, the mock turtleneck 
collar protects the throat from sudden temperature changes and cool drafts.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

long sleeve turtlenecK Jersey 
Kids carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

ANTIsTATIC 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code KTS3



KIDS

WHITE CARBON

BLACK CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
4Y, 6Y, 8Y, 10Y, 12Y

Shorts made of Carbon Underwear fabric for children from 4 to 12 
years of age: breathability and thermoregulation always at the top. Legs 
at the optimum temperature in any condition. Ideal for all sports, from 
motorcycling and running to outdoor or indoor summer sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Kids shorts carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

ANTIsTATIC 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code KCC1



KIDS

BLACK CARBON

WHITE CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
4Y, 6Y, 8Y, 10Y, 12Y

Leggings made of Carbon Underwear fabric for children from 4 to 12 
years of age: breathability and thermoregulation always at the top. Legs 
at the optimum temperature in any condition. Ideal for all sports, from 
motorcycling and running to winter sports.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Kids leggings carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

ANTIsTATIC 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code KPNX



KIDS

BLACK CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
10Y, 12Y

The SIXS Carbon Underwear one-piece undersuit for children from 10 to 
12 years of age. It is the sports underwear garment that any motorcyclist 
wearing a leather suit absolutely needs in his wardrobe. Not only does it 
make putting on outerwear like a one-piece leather suit easier, but the SIXS 
Carbon Underwear® fabric offers natural thermoregulation and protects 
the skin from the build-up of perspiration, even in the hottest periods of the 
year. So there are no more unexpected chills or cold since the moisture will 
be far away from the body. Product that can also be used for other sports 
activities demanding a single outerwear garment (such as a skindiving 
wetsuit, or under a one-piece skiing suit).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

KIDS one-pIece unDerSuIt 
carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

ANTIsTATIC 
sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

code KSTX 10-12Y



KIDS

BLACK CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe 
protection

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
10Y, 12Y

SIXS Carbon Underwear protective sleeveless jersey for children from 10 
to 12 years of age. CE approved built-in insert for back protective armor: 
the armor perfectly adapts to the back owing to the body heat. At the 
time of impact, the kinetic energy inside the protective element causes 
the structure to stiffen and prevents the shock from being transferred 
to the body. Removable armor for easy washing and maximum choice of 
configurations. The customer can choose from CE approved armor level 1 
(D3O – PROBACK) or level 2 (SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Kids protective sleeveless Jersey 
carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

INTELLIgENT sAfE pROTECTION
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive 
protectors, the garment is soft and 
pliant, so it perfectly adapts to the 
body's anatomy. The protectors stiffen 
at the time of impact and absorb the 
force of impact.

ANTIsTATIC sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the static 
electricity caused by the rubbing 
of fabrics

code inclusive of protectors code without protectors
code KPRO SMXcode KKIT PRO SMX



KIDS

BLACK CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system
- Intelligent safe 
protection

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
10Y, 12Y

SIXS Carbon Underwear protective short-sleeve round neck jersey for 
children from 10 to 12 years of age. Insert for back protective armor, 
shoulder protection, removable chest armor that can be adjusted using 
the Velcro closure on the chest. The armor perfectly adapts to the back 
with the aid of body heat. At the time of impact the structure stiffens and 
prevents the energy from being transferred to the body. Removable armor 
for easy washing and maximum choice of configurations. The customer 
can choose from CE approved armor level 1 (D3O – PROBACK) or level 2 
(SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

protectIve Short-Sleeve rounD necK jerSey 
Kids carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso to 
provide absolute comfort

INTELLIgENT sAfE pROTECTION
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive 
protectors, the garment is soft and 
pliant, so it perfectly adapts to the 
body's anatomy. The protectors stiffen 
at the time of impact and absorb the 
force of impact.

ANTIsTATIC sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the static 
electricity caused by the rubbing 
of fabrics

code inclusive of protectors code without protectors
code KPRO TS1code KKIT PRO TS1



KIDS

BLACK CARBON
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TECHNOLOgIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antistatic system

CARE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
10Y, 12Y

SIXS Carbon Underwear protective long-sleeve round neck jersey for 
children from 10 to 12 years of age. Insert for back protective armor, 
shoulder and elbow protection, removable chest armor that can be adjusted 
using the Velcro closure on the chest. The armor perfectly adapts to the 
back with the aid of body heat. At the time of impact the structure stiffens 
and prevents the energy from being transferred to the body. Removable 
armor for easy washing and maximum choice of configurations. The 
customer can choose from CE approved armor level 1 (D3O – PROBACK) 
or level 2 (SAS-TEC).

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATERIALs 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

protectIve long-Sleeve rounD necK jerSey 
Kids carbon underwear

sEAMLEss  
TECHNOLOgy
Seamless garment on the torso 
to provide absolute comfort

INTELLIgENT sAfE pROTECTION
Thanks to the special impact-sensitive 
protectors, the product is soft and 
pliant, so it perfectly adapts to the 
body's anatomy. The protectors stiffen 
at the time of impact and absorb the 
force of impact.

ANTIsTATIC sysTEM
The carbon yarn isolates the static electricity 
caused by the rubbing of fabrics

code inclusive of protectors code without protectors
code KPRO TS2code KKIT PRO TS2



X-MiX

Credits: Dario Bologna
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Multi-sport accessories

X-MiX Bike

X-Mix is a line of multi-sport 
accessories necessary for 
completing an outfit with style 
without forgoing the technical 
features of SIXS products. Our 
technology is proposed once 
again with different formulations 

that have been specially studied 
and revised to guarantee the 
quality you have become used to 
with the Underwear products.

Specific accessories for cycling (whether MTB or road) created to 
perfectly complete the SIXS ActiveWear line with lots of colours and 
a unique style so you won't pass by unnoticed! By using special fabrics 
like Polyfiber Cover and specific technologies, the garments of the 
X-Mix Bike line will not disappoint your expectations.



131

ComPlete your 
outfIt WIth our 
ACCeSSorIeS



X-MIX

Black carBon red

grey light Blue

yellow fluo

green fluo

pink fluo orange fluo
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technologies
- Antistatic system
- Hydrophobic weave

care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sizes 
One size only

Multi-purpose neckwarmer made of Carbon Underwear® protects 
the athlete's neck, nose and lips from the cold while always letting the 
skin breathe. It can also be used as a hairband or headliner. Handy and 
convenient to always have within reach both during the summer and winter.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

Materials 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Multi-purpose carBon underwear 
neckwarMer

antistatic systeM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

hydrophoBic weave
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

code TBX



X-MIX

Black

white

green fluo

orange fluo

pink fluo

red

light Blue

yellow fuo
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technologies
- Antistatic system
- Hydrophobic weave

care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sizes 
One size only

Earband made of Carbon Underwear® that protects the ears, temples and 
forehead from the outside air while always letting the skin breathe. Handy 
and convenient to always have within reach both during the winter and 
summer.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

Materials 
Polyfiber cover®

Maximum breathability and 
thermoregulation, even in the 
harshest climates.

carBon underwear earBand

antistatic systeM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

hydrophoBic weave
It carries moisture to the outside 
so it can evaporate. The skin is 
always dry and thermoregulation 
is constant.

code FSX



X-MIX

Black carBon

yellow fluo light Blue

green fluo

orange fluo

pink fluo

red
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technologies
- Antistatic system
- Hydrophobic weave

care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sizes 
One size only

Skull cap made of Carbon Underwear®: it protects the head from changes 
in temperature. On cold days, the patented SIXS Carbon Underwear 
fabric eliminates body moisture and perspiration from the skin so that 
the sensation of cold is extremely reduced. Likewise on hot days - again 
exploiting the patented SIXS technology - it provides unrivaled comfort by 
preventing perspiration from building up.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

Materials 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

Color Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

carBon underwear skull cap

antistatic systeM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

hydrophoBic weave
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

code SCX



X-MIX

dark red

Black carBon

dark green
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technologies
- Antistatic system
- Hydrophobic weave

care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sizes 
One size only

Balaclava made of Carbon Underwear®: it protects the neck and head, 
the most important parts of the body, which are particularly sensitive and 
extremely reactive to changes in temperature. On cold days, the patented 
SIXS Carbon Underwear® fabric eliminates body moisture and perspiration 
from the skin so that the sensation of cold is extremely reduced. Likewise 
on hot days - again exploiting the patented SIXS technology - it provides 
unrivaled comfort by preventing perspiration from building up. Racing look 
with "carbon dots" and visible logos.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

Materials 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

carBon underwear Balaclava

antistatic systeM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

hydrophoBic weave
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

code DBX



X-MIX
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technologies
- Hydrophobic weave

care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sizes 
One size only

Balaclava made of Carbon Activewear®: it protects the neck and head, 
the most important parts of the body, which are particularly sensitive and 
extremely reactive to changes in temperature. On cold days, the patented 
SIXS Carbon Activewear® fabric eliminates body moisture and perspiration 
from the skin so that the sensation of cold is extremely reduced. Likewise 
on hot days - again exploiting the patented SIXS technology - it provides 
unrivaled comfort by preventing perspiration from building up. Sober and 
elegant look: monochrome and with a small logo on the front.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

Materials 
Carbon Activewear®

Same breathability and 
thermoregulation characteristics 
as Carbon Underwear, but 
with a structure researched for 
outerwear.

carBon activewear Balaclava

all Black

hydrophoBic weave
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

code WTL



X-MIX
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technologies
- Antistatic System
- Hydrophobic weave

care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sizes 
S, M, L, XL

The SIXS glove line made of Carbon Underwear® guarantees outstanding 
thermal protection and defends the athlete's hands from annoying changes 
in temperature. On hot days, the heat is dissipated and perspiration is 
prevented from building up so comfort is unrivaled. In cold weather, on 
the other hand, thermoregulation is controlled. To wear under gloves with 
protectors, or can be used as running gloves.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

Materials 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

carBon underwear Glove liners

Black carBon

antistatic systeM
The carbon yarn isolates the 
static electricity caused by the 
rubbing of fabrics

hydrophoBic weave
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry 
and thermoregulation is 
constant.

code GLX



X-MIX
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Care
 

 

SizeS 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46

Care
 

 

SizeS 
One size only

The first Anti-Shock system to place inside cycling 
footwear, designed and produced by NOENE®, a 
company backed by 25 years of experience and 
expertise in the shock and shock wave absorption field, 
partnered with health professionals and always alert to 
respond to everyone's needs.

NOENE® is a vibration-absorbing elastomer made up 
of crystalline micro cells. It belongs to the big family of 
natural rubbers, even though it has some characteristics 
that set it apart from all the other traditional 
elastomers: lightness, stretch and durability. These 
features make NOENE® so special. 
In particular, this tape has two qualities: stretch so 
that all the negative waves generated by blows and/
or continuous vibrations are absorbed, and shock 
absorption to disperse energy. The vibration-absorbing 
NOENE® is certified and guaranteed by ISO 9001 and 
14001 testing.

NoeNe® Bicycle Arch Support

hANdleBAr tApe

Care
 

 

SizeS 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46

The first Anti-Shock system to place inside motorcycling 
footwear, designed and produced by NOENE®, a 
company backed by 25 years of experience and 
expertise in the shock and shock wave absorption field, 
partnered with health professionals and always alert to 
respond to everyone's needs.

NoeNe® Motorcycle Arch Support

code PLANTARE BICI

code FETTUCCIA

code PLANTARE MOTO



X-MIX BIKE

BLaCK CarBon
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TeChnoLogieS
- Hydrophobic weave
- Antibacterial fiber

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SizeS 
S, M, L, XL

Owing to the properties of Carbon Underwear® and the polyurethane 
insert on the palm, the SIXS bike glove is like a second skin. It leaves the 
palm and back of the hand perfectly dry to guarantee a constant grip on the 
handlebar, whatever the weather conditions may be. The polyurethane pad 
protects against vibrations, irritations and abrasions.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTeriaLS 
Carbon Underwear®

Breathability and 
thermoregulation without 
compromise. Perfect for all 
seasons of the year. Antistatic 
fabric.

FiNgerleSS gloveS

hydrophoBiC weave 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

anTiBaCTeriaL FiBer
Polypropylene fiber prevents foul 
odors and annoying irritations due 
to build-up of perspiration and 
chafing from forming

code GLC
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TeChnoLogieS
- Pluma innovation
- Hydrophobic weave

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SizeS 
S/M, L/XL

SIXS sleeves made of Polyfiber Cover, a fabric that provides thermal 
insulation without jeopardizing breathability and the elimination of 
moisture from the skin, so the skin is always left dry, thus preventing a 
feeling of cold and damp. Easy to fold up and store in a pocket. Owing to 
their anatomic construction, they stay perfectly in place without creasing 
the joints.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTeriaLS 
Polyfiber cover®

Maximum breathability and 
thermoregulation, even in the 
harshest climates.

SleeveS

hydrophoBiC weave 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

pLuMa innovaTion
Easy to fold and ultra-
light product so it can 
always be carried along

code MANI
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TeChnoLogieS
- Pluma innovation
- Hydrophobic weave

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SizeS 
S/M, L/XL

SIXS leggings made of Polyfiber Cover, a fabric that provides thermal 
insulation without jeopardizing breathability and the elimination of 
moisture from the skin, so the skin is always left dry, thus preventing a 
feeling of cold and damp. Easy to fold up and store in a pocket. Owing to 
their anatomic construction, they stay perfectly in place without creasing 
the joints.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTeriaLS 
Polyfiber cover®

Maximum breathability and 
thermoregulation, even in the 
harshest climates.

leggiNgS

hydrophoBiC weave 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

pLuMa innovaTion
Easy to fold and ultra-light 
product so it can always be 
carried along

code GAMI
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TeChnoLogieS
- Pluma innovation
- Hydrophobic weave

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SizeS 
S/M, L/XL

SIXS short leggings made of Polyfiber Cover, a fabric that provides thermal 
insulation without jeopardizing breathability and the elimination of 
moisture from the skin, so the skin is always left dry, thus preventing a 
feeling of cold and damp. Easy to fold up and store in a pocket. Owing to 
their anatomic construction, they stay perfectly in place without creasing 
the joints.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTeriaLS 
Polyfiber cover®

Maximum breathability and 
thermoregulation, even in the 
harshest climates.

Short 3/4 leggiNgS

hydrophoBiC weave 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

pLuMa innovaTion
Easy to fold and ultra-
light product so it can 
always be carried along

code GACO
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pLuMa innovaTion
Easy to fold and ultra-light 
product so it can always be 
carried along

TeChnoLogieS
- Pluma innovation

Care
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

SizeS 
S (35/38), M (39/42), 
L (43/46)

Shoe cover made of Smart Covershoes® fabric. Its cordura and polyethylene 
blend guarantees thermal insulation and abrasion-resistance. Ideal in 
the spring and fall to protect against cold air and sudden changes in 
temperature, to prevent getting the shoes dirty, and why not? They provide 
an extra touch of style as well!

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTeriaLS 
Smart Covershoes®

Cordura and polyethylene blend 
fabric that is abrasion-resistant 
and ensures protection from the 
cold and air in the spring and fall.

Shoe coverS

Pre-perforated product 
ready to use with bike 
shoes.

code SMART BOOTIE
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TeChnoLogieS
- Air flow

Care
 

SizeS 
S/M, L/XL

The design of the SIXS AERO X2 Road helmet that was studied in a wind 
tunnel optimizes aerodynamics and internal ventilation owing to the shape 
of the front vents and a system of flow channels. Its adjustment system 
lets you set the right circumference with just one hand. Fabric padding for 
optimum comfort.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MaTeriaLS
Molded structure that is lighter 
and more comfortable

Aero X2 roAd helMet

LighTneSS 
perForManCe
Product weight = 265 g

code CASCO AERO
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air FLow
System with 11 vents 
- the unusual shape of 
the center vent allows 
considerable more air to 
enter

Deep-set internal channels to distribute 
the air in the helmet and over the head

Removable and washable 
antibacterial padding

The rear adjustment system 
lets you set height and 
circumference with just one 
hand



Compression
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better blood 
circulation means 
better performance
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PrinciPle of oPeration
With their special variable 
density weave, SIXS Compression 
products compress the muscle 
fibers in just the right points 
to assist blood circulation and 
therefore tissue oxygenation. 
It is like having muscles that are 
constantly massaged throughout 
their performance.

Like for all SIXS items, also in this 
case the yarns used are the result 
of painstaking technological 
research, are of top quality and 
foster breathability by helping 
eliminate sweat from the skin, 
thus preventing annoying 
irritations.

The term "performance" does 
not refer just to racing efficiency. 
The compression garments offer 
several benefits even before 
start. They improve blood 
circulation, which warms up 
the muscles faster. Graduated 
compression on the limbs also 
encourages and increases the 
venous return to the heart and 
lymph nodes.

They are essential for recovery 
right after a performance, race or 
workout. In fact, it is natural that 
when circulation is stimulated 
inside the fibers, muscle fiber 
recovery and repair time is 
shortened.

There are a number of benefits 
also during the race. First of all, 
they considerably reduce muscle 
damage (micro-lesions of the 
fibers) by containing the muscle 
during activity. This also leads 
to less swelling after activity, 
and reduces the possibility of 
accident and tiredness.

Then inevitably the compression 
increases performance. By 
reducing the vibrations of the 
muscle (main source of fatigue), 
compression garments lead to 
greater resistance and strength, 
and a lower average heart rate.

The benefits of the SIXS compression products can also be appreciated 
in everyday activities, such as during long periods of inactivity. 
When we are forced to stand still or remain seated for a long time, 
they protect against DVT (Deep Vein Thrombosis) by increasing blood 
circulation through venous return and reducing swelling in the ankles 
and legs.

When to use them

every day



COMPRESSION
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TECHnOLOgIEs
- Compression 
  technology

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
S, M, L

CE approved "Class 2" compression calf band. With its special variable 
density weave, it compresses the muscle fibers in just the right points to 
assist blood circulation and therefore oxygenation of the tissues. This 
prevents lactic acid from accumulating in the calf muscles, which delays 
fatigue and drastically reduces recovery time. It can be used before 
starting the activity to quicken the warm-up, during the activity to enhance 
performance, or right afterward to reduce recovery time. The polyamide 
yarn used, thanks to its parallel construction, guarantees breathability and 
sweat wicking.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
Compress-tech®

Very elastic fiber with parallel 
construction to provide maximum 
breathability.

COMprEssIOn 
TECHnOLOgY
Graduated compression to 
stimulate oxygenation and 
blood circulation, which 
help recovery and boost 
power

comPression calf Band
code CALF 
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COMprEssIOn 
TECHnOLOgY
Graduated compression to 
stimulate oxygenation and 
blood circulation, which 
help recovery and boost 
power

TECHnOLOgIEs
- Compression 
  technology

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
S, M, L

CE approved "Class 2" compression thigh band. With its special variable 
density weave, it compresses the muscle fibers in just the right points to 
assist blood circulation and therefore oxygenation of the tissues. This 
prevents lactic acid from accumulating in the thigh muscles, which delays 
fatigue and drastically reduces recovery time. It can be used before 
starting the activity to quicken the warm-up, during the activity to enhance 
performance, or right afterward to reduce recovery time. The polyamide 
yarn used, thanks to its parallel construction, guarantees breathability and 
sweat wicking.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
Compress-tech®

Very elastic fiber with parallel 
construction to provide maximum 
breathability.

comPression thigh Band
code QUAD 
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TECHnOLOgIEs
- Low compression         
  technology
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

The SIXS compression short socks reduce swelling and fatigue of the legs 
by exploiting the distinctive variable density weave that compresses the 
muscles in just the right points to assist blood circulation and therefore 
oxygenation of the tissues. Particularly suited to the winter months as well. 
Thanks to their ability to stimulate circulation, they reduce the feeling of 
cold in the feet by always guaranteeing constant thermoregulation.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition 
was studied to achieve 
ultimate breathability and 
thermoregulation.

comPression short socks

LOW COMprEssIOn 
TECHnOLOgY
Slight pressure to foster 
oxygenation and blood 
circulation

HYdrOpHOBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

code COMP SHO 
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COMprEssIOn TECHnOLOgY
Graduated compression to stimulate 
oxygenation and blood circulation, 
which help recovery and boost power

recovery socks

TECHnOLOgIEs
- Compression 
technology

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
XS, S, M, L

CE approved "Class 2" compression socks. With its special variable density 
weave, it compresses the muscle fibers in just the right points to assist 
blood circulation and therefore oxygenation of the tissues. This prevents 
lactic acid from accumulating in the calf muscles, which delays fatigue and 
drastically reduces recovery time. It can be used before starting the activity 
to quicken the warm-up, during the activity to enhance performance, or 
right afterward to reduce recovery time. The polyamide yarn used, thanks 
to its parallel construction, guarantees breathability and sweat wicking.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
Compress-tech®

Very elastic fiber with parallel 
construction to provide maximum 
breathability.

code RECOVERY SOCKS
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comfort at 
your feet
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SockS
Socks are a fundamental element in 
completing sports clothing. Weather 
conditions, the sport played and 
appearance are all variables that make the 
choice of socks subjective and extremely 
important.

We are proud to be able to offer multi-
sport products dedicated to cycling and 
motorcycling in our SOCKS range. Quality, 
design and attention to the finest detail 

ensure that once you have put on a pair of 
SIXS socks you will fall in love with them.

Fabrics and technologies specially 
designed to make these products the best 
on the market: seamless design with no 
pressure point. Moreover, the Breathfit 
Socks fabric does not retain perspiration 
and always leaves the skin dry, in this way 
preventing bacteria and irritations from 
proliferating.

to each his own
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TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

No-show socks made of BreathFit Socks® fabric: for those who want 
their feet to always be dry, but without revealing the socks. Thanks to the 
polypropylene fiber, the skin is always dry and wrapped so that foul odors 
and annoying irritations due to an accumulation of perspiration and friction 
do not form.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

No-Show SockS

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

code FANT S
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TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antistatic System
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Short socks (h 18 cm) made of BreathFit Socks® fabric: a must-have 
accessory for your sports clothing that allows your feet to stay dry all the 
time thanks to the polypropylene fiber. This also means that the formation 
of foul odors and annoying irritations due to build-up of perspiration and 
chafing are eliminated. The seamless design and comfortable cuff on the calf 
make this product exceedingly comfortable and high performing.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

Short SockS

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

code SHORT S
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Short SockS

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the outside 
so it can evaporate. The skin is 
always dry and thermoregulation 
is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Short socks (h 18 cm) made of BreathFit Socks® fabric: a must-have 
accessory for your sports clothing that allows your feet to stay dry all the 
time thanks to the polypropylene fiber. This also means that the formation 
of foul odors and annoying irritations due to build-up of perspiration and 
chafing are eliminated. The seamless design and comfortable cuff on the 
calf make this product exceedingly comfortable and high performing.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

code WHITE SHORT
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TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46

Short socks (h 18 cm) made of BreathFit Socks® fabric: a must-have 
accessory for your sports clothing that allows your feet to stay dry all the 
time thanks to the polypropylene fiber. This also means that the formation 
of foul odors and annoying irritations due to build-up of perspiration and 
chafing are eliminated. The seamless design and comfortable cuff on the calf 
make this product exceedingly comfortable and high performing.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

Short SockS

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

code SHORT S FLAG



SOCKS

BLACK CArBon
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TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- High visibility
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Short socks (h 18 cm) made of BreathFit Socks® fabric with reflecting insert: 
a must-have accessory for your sports clothing if you work out in urban 
areas outdoors. The SIXS fabric allows your feet to stay dry all the time 
thanks to the polypropylene fiber. This also means that the formation of foul 
odors and annoying irritations due to build-up of perspiration and chafing 
are eliminated. The fiberglass reflecting insert is feather light in weight, thin 
and imperceptible on the skin. It reflects sources of light so you are seen 
even in poor visibility conditions.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

reflectiNg Short SockS

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

HIGH vIsIBILITY
Reflecting inserts for 
maximum visibility

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

code SHORT S CATA
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HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents foul 
odors and annoying irritations due 
to build-up of perspiration and 
chafing from forming

luxury Short SockS

TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Short socks (19 cm) with vertical SIXS logo made of BreathFit Socks® 
fabric enriched with a special weave stitch that makes them stretchier and 
more compressive on the calf. The terrycloth toe cushions and improves 
thermoregulation on the toes. The seamless design and comfortable cuff on 
the calf make this product exceedingly comfortable and high performing.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

code LuxuRy 200



SOCKS
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HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

Short meriNo wool SockS

TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Originating from the base of the beloved LUXURY 200 but with a different 
blend of materials. Merino wool, elastic fiber and polypropylene make 
these socks incredibly comfortable and specific for the winter season.
The elastic fiber hugs the entire foot and runs all the way down the sock 
to provide light pressure. Added to it is merino wool with its very high 
thermoregulating capacities, and polypropylene that increases its abrasion 
resistance.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Merinos Socks®

Highly thermoregulating fabric 
owing to the use of merino wool 
and polypropylene.

code LuxuRy MERINOS
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HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

Short meriNo wool SockS

TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Originating from the base of the beloved LUXURY 200 but with a different 
blend of materials. Merino wool, elastic fiber and polypropylene make 
these socks incredibly comfortable and specific for the winter season.
The elastic fiber hugs the entire foot and runs all the way down the sock 
to provide light pressure. Added to it is merino wool with its very high 
thermoregulating capacities, and polypropylene that increases its abrasion 
resistance.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Merinos Socks®

Highly thermoregulating fabric 
owing to the use of merino wool 
and polypropylene.

code ARROW MERINOS
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TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

The SIXS running socks is the ideal product for running or for working 
out indoors at the gym. The seamless design and comfortable cuff on the 
ankle make this product exceedingly comfortable and high performing. The 
BreathFit Socks® fabric makes these socks particularly hard-wearing. The 
polypropylene assists the sweat wicking action in the instep zone, while the 
plantar insert eliminates proliferation of germs and bacteria.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

ruNNiNg SockS

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

code RuN S
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TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- High visibility
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Running socks with reflector for those who usually work out running on 
urban routes. The fiberglass reflecting insert is feather light in weight, 
thin and imperceptible on the skin. It reflects sources of light so you are 
seen even in poor visibility conditions. The BreathFit Socks® fabric makes 
these socks particularly hard-wearing. The polypropylene assists the 
sweat wicking action in the instep zone, while the plantar insert eliminates 
proliferation of germs and bacteria.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

reflectiNg ruNNiNg SockS

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

HIGH vIsIBILITY
Reflecting inserts for 
maximum visibility

code RuN S CATA



SOCKS

BLACK CArBon

YELLoW/BLACK CArBon

NEW
COLOR
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TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Below-the-knee long socks made of BreathFit Socks® fabric allows the 
athlete's feet to stay dry all the time owing to the patented SIXS technology. 
Protecting the skin from an accumulation of perspiration also means 
eliminating foul odors. Furthermore, the seamless design and comfortable 
cuff on the calf make this product particularly comfortable and high 
performing.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

loNg SockS

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents foul 
odors and annoying irritations due 
to build-up of perspiration and 
chafing from forming

code LONG S



SOCKS

YELLoW

BLACK
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HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

loNg motorcycliNg SockS

TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Stretch socks with a multilayer structure to heighten the foot’s comfort 
inside motorcycling boots. Large protective and absorbent terrycloth 
inserts on the front (tibial zone), on the toe and on the heel, and protecting 
the Achilles tendon. In addition to softening blows and vibrations, the 
terrycloth increases the rubbing resistance of the sock in the zones 
concerned. Ribbed construction to improve the adherence and stability of 
the sock on the foot. Suitable for both warm and cold seasons.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

code SPEED



SOCKS

YELLoW FLUo

BLACK

orAnGE FLUo
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TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

SIXS motorcycling socks allow the athlete's feet to stay dry all the time 
owing to the reinforced BreathFit Socks® fabric. Protecting the skin from 
an accumulation of perspiration also means eliminating foul odors. The 
seamless design, the anti-torsion elastic band on foot and ankle, and the 
abrasion-proof reinforcement on the shin and instep make this product 
particularly comfortable and high performing, even inside motorcycle boots. 
Great for both the hot and cold seasons.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

loNg motorcycliNg SockS

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

code MOT S



SOCKS

BLACK

167

extreme motorcycliNg SockS

TECHnoLoGIEs
- Seamless Technology
- Antibacterial fiber
- Hydrophobic weave

CArE
 

SIXS recommends using 
ResolvWear detergents

sIzEs 
35/38, 39/42, 43/46, 
47/49

Long (above-the-knee) socks developed by SIXS to be used with Off-Road 
knee guards. The seamless design, the anti-torsion elastic band on foot and 
ankle, and the abrasion-proof reinforcement on the shin and instep make 
this product particularly comfortable and high performing inside boots. The 
reinforced BreathFit Socks® fabric also allows the athlete's feet to stay dry 
all the time by protecting against a build-up of perspiration, and hence the 
creation of foul odors.

Breathability: 
Thermoregulation: 
Wind protection: 
H2O protection:

MATErIALs 
BreathFit Socks®

Ultralight, durable and extremely 
breathable: the composition was 
studied to achieve ultimate sweat 
wicking and thermoregulation.

HYDroPHoBIC WEAvE 
It carries moisture to the 
outside so it can evaporate. 
The skin is always dry and 
thermoregulation is constant.

sEAMLEss  
TECHnoLoGY
Fewer seams to provide 
absolute comfort

AnTIBACTErIAL FIBEr
Polypropylene fiber prevents 
foul odors and annoying 
irritations due to build-up of 
perspiration and chafing from 
forming

code MOT S LONG



MERCHANDISING

650 ml

RESOLVWEAR SIXS RESOLVWEAR SIXS

RESOLVWEAR RESOLVWEAR

168

WRISTBANDSWATER BOTTLE

1 l - 6-pc package

1 l - 6-pc package

100 ml - 48-pc package

100 ml - 48-pc package



MERCHANDISING

60x27 cm

80x40 mm 120x60 mm
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SmALL STIckER

RIBBON

LARGE STIckER

PRE-SPACED VEHICLE StICkER



POP

80x396 cm40x200 cm

120x120 cm 120x240 cm
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COAt HANGERS PANt HANGERS

SmALL FLAG LARGE FLAG

STAVED pANEL STAVED pANEL



POP

60x180 cm

15x18 cm

50 m

171

DISpLAy STAND

WINDOW DEcAL

NON-wOVEN fAbRIC bANNER

STAVED pANEL

DEALER STIckER



Underwear, Underwear Light,
Underwear warm*, activewear, 
Pro-Techwinter toUrism

hh

172
SIZE TABLES

* Underwear Warm product fit with slightly less stretch, so one size 
smaller is recommended so that the product properly adheres to the 
body

** size SL specific for very “lean” physiques - available only in some 
products

*** size available only in some products

size height weight

XS 130-155 cm <60 kg

S 156-170 cm <70 kg

SL** 171-179 cm <70 kg

M 171-179 cm <80 kg

L 180-185 cm <90 kg

XL 186-190 cm <100 kg

LXL *** 180-190 cm 90-100 kg

XXL 191-200 cm >100 kg

size height weight

XS <155 cm <65 kg

S 156-170 cm <70 kg

M 171-179 cm <75 kg

L 180-185 cm <85 kg

XL 186-190 cm <100 kg

XXL 191-200 cm >100 kg

XXXL >200 cm >100 kg

FIT/SIzES
SIXS clothing is designed to fit the athlete’s body 
snugly, like a second skin, enveloping and protecting 
it without applying too much pressure.

Owing to the extraordinary stretch of the Carbon 
Underwear® fabric and outstanding fit, choosing the 
right size allows for a considerable tolerance. In any 
case, if you have never worn SIXS, we recommend 
that you stop in at an authorized store to ascertain 
your correct size.

SIXS products are technical items, and are not 
suitable for casual use.



compression *
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SIZE TABLES

* applies to CALF, QUAD and RECOVERY SOCKS products

size caLf 
circUmference

thigh 
circUmference

XS 28/34 cm /

S 32/38 cm 43/49 cm

M 36/43 cm 48/55 cm

L 41/47 cm 54/60 cm

size hand circUmference

S <19 cm

M 20-22 cm

L 22-24 cm

XL >24 cm

size head circUmference

S/M 54-57 cm

L/XL 58-61 cm

size
 eU

size
 Usa\m

size
 Usa\w

size 
UK

base of 
the foot 
(cm)

35/38 3.5/6 5/7.5 2.5/5 23/26 cm

39/42 7/8.5 8.5/10 5.5/9 26/28 cm

43/46 9/12 10.5/14 9.5/11 28.5/30 cm

47/49 13/14.5 14.5/16 >11.5 >30.5 cm

socKs

gLoves and gLove Liners heLmet



TESTIMONIALS

Etixx Quick-Step 

Pro Cycling Team

LuNA chix pro teAm

MTB Pro Team

edgArdo BoreLLA

BRT Team Supermoto 
Honda Red Moto

xAvier de SouLtrAit

Yamaha Viltaïs Experience Michelin FFM 
2016 Baja World Champion

Wout vAN Aert

2016 Cyclocross 
World Champion

teAm trek SeLLe SAN mArco

MTB Pro Team

174



TESTIMONIALS

dAvide SorecA

Honda Redmoto 
World Enduro Team

teAm protek eLite

MTB Pro Team

dANiLo petrucci 

MotoGP
Pramac Racing Team

ALice mAriA Arzuffi

Lensworld - Zannata 
Etixx Ladies Team - 2016 U23 
Cyclocross Italian Champion

SixS de viNci teAm

MTB Pro Team

vANNi odderA

DaBoot FMX

frANceSco petrucci

Team Cingolani 
2016 Downhill Italian Champion
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Registered trademark
PATEnTED TECHnOLOgY
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